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Abstract

The basic forural content of field theories at non-zero temperature with application

towards the stability of Quark-Gluon Plasma is presented in detail. Linear response

theory is used to express tlie positions of the physical poles in the finite ternpera-

ture gluon propagator in terms of the components of the proper self-energy. Tlie

formalism is then appliecl to the calculation at the one loop level of the bare plasma

parameters and of Landau ghosts in two classes of gauges: the covariant gauge ancl

a one parameter farnily of non-covariant gauges which interpolate between the static

temporal gauge ancl the Coulornb gauge. The requirement of gauge invariance leads

to tlie search of self-consistent expansion scheme rather tlian the usual loop expan-

sion. In particular, one of such scheme recently developed by Braaten and Pisarski,

which incorporates all relevant higher loop diagrams in terms of the "hard thermal

loops", lras been usecl to calculate the fermion damping rate to order g2T in the

long wavelength limit. Both a heavy and a massless fermion are considered. Warcl

iclentities between the effective propagators and vertices are used to forrnally prove

the gauge fixing independence of the darnping rate to this order in a wide class of

gauges. Finally, the gauge fixing clependence problern of the clamping rate is revis-

ited through the consicleration of the exact cancellation of the infrared divergences

in the two-loop photon polarization tensor.
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

Over the last clecade, a great deal of work has been devoted to the study of field

theories at finite ternperature ancl density. The reasons for the intense stucly of

this subject are partly rnotivatecl by the hypothetical existence of the quark-gluo¡

plasrna (QGP) phase at very high temperature and/or density. This QGP phase is

then connectecl to the description of the early stages of the evolution of the universe

[1] and may also be observable in relativistic heavy-ion collisions [2].

It has been established that at very liigh terrperature and density hadronic mat-

ter as described by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) undergoes a phase transition

to a state cornposed of quarks and gluons [3, 4, 5]. Naively speaking, this liadronic

phase exists if the energy density is smaller or of the order of nuclear matter de¡sity.

On the other hand, if the energy density is much larger than nuclear matter densi-

ty then we are in the free quark-gluon phase. In other words, if the inter-nucleo¡

distances are of the order or larger than in cold nuclear rnatter we have well incli-



vidualized hadrons. If the nuclear distances are much smaller than nuclear matter

distances individual hadrons loose their identity, they rnix their quarks and gluons

and we have the quark-gluon plasma. In the first case, the colour clegrees of freedom

are, at large distances, frozen and the meclium is colour neutral, quarks are bouncled

in hadrons. In the second case the colour degrees of freedom are pïesent ancl the

meclium is colour conducting, quarks are liberated and move freeiy through the mat-

ter . Although a confinernent clomain has not yet been unarnbiguously determined,

it is quite evident that an absolute confinement is excluded [6,7]. Quarks, as well

as gluons, escape the confinement region at extremely high temperature and density

and become quasiparticle excitations of the hot and dense plasma.

Quantitative descriptions of QGP are reliable only when the typical energy scale

for such plasmas is high which is the case when the thermodynarnic parameter s T, ll
are large enough. Due to the asyrnptotic freedom of QCD, the effective charge is

small in tliis region of the parameters [3] which leads to the existence of a weak-

ly interacting gas of gluons ancl quarks and, in principle, it is possible to perform

step-by-step calculations within a perturbative expansion. Blementary excitation

spectra have been found and are well known [8, 9]. However, it has been found that

the strong infrared behaviour of gauge theories at high temperatuïes generally leacls

in perturbation theory to a number of paradoxes [10]. Much of this stems frorn the

apparent gauge depenclence found in certain calculations, and the subsequent con-

troversy surrounding their interpretation. For exarnple, the gluon plasma damping

constant (imaginary part of the pole position of the exact gluon ternperature Green's

function) in the early one loop calculations was found to be positive in the tirnelike

axial gauge and in the Coulornb gauge III,72,13], while covariant ancl background

field gauges gave negative, gauge parameter dependent results [14, 16]. A negative



damping constant would indicate instability of the QGP therrnal equilibriurn state

arouncl which the perturbative expansion is perforrned, suggesting the existence of a

lower grouncl state than the perturbation vacuum even in high-temperature phase.

Another exampleis that of the Lanclau ghost problem 177,17,,18, 19], where a spu-

rious pole on the real axis appears in the static transverse gluon propagator, the

location of which is gauge dependent.

Although there is a general consensus that the root of these problems lies in a

failure of simple perturbation theory, there is quite strong disagreernent over how

to proceed next. On one hand it is argued that the plasma itself is nonperturbative

in nature [20,27], so that these problerns cannot be resolved using any form of

perturbation theory. On the other liand it has been argued that both the Lanclau

glrost problem [19] and that of the damping constant [22,23] can be resolvecl through

a more sophisticated perturbative analysis. In particular, Pisarski 122,231has arguecl

that in a Sauge variant object such as the propagator there is still gauge invariant

inforrnation, such as the location of tlie poles. Further to this he suggests that

the gauge dependence found, for instance, in the one loop clarnping constant to

orcler g27 results from a breakclown of the loop expansion, but that in principle it
is still possible to calculate the clarnping constant perturbatively by incorporating

all relevant higher loop efects of the sarne order in g2T which describe, physically,

the collisions of an incorning plasmon with particles from the heat bath (however,

regarding to complex poles see [24]). In this regard the situation is cruclely analogous

to the Coleman- Weinberg rnechalism [25] in massless scalar electrodynamics, where

the physical rnass ratio preclicted in the rnodel is gauge invariant only after the loop

expansion is converted to a consistent perturbative expansion involving the coupling

constants [26]. General formal arguments also exist to support the conclusion that



the poles in tlie propagator will be gauge invariant when calculated accurately [27].

For high temperature QED and QCD such an expansion in terms of the "hard

thermal loops" studied by Klimov [9], Weldon [28], Braaten and Pisarski [29], Taylor

and Wong [30], ancl Frenkel ancl Taylor [3t] was developed, and subsequently usecl

to calculate the lowest order darnping rate for gluons [32].

In chapter two, quantum statistical mechanics will be reviewed ancl the ge¡er-

ating functional for the finite ternperature Green's functions will be derived in the

form of path integral. A brief introduction to the most commonly usecl rnethocls

in formulating perturbative finite temperature field theory will also be given. At-

tention will be put on the computational techniques which are going to be used

in the later chapters. In chapter three a general analysis is given of the equations

cletermining the response of the transverse and of the longitudinal rnodes. We fi¡cl

with use of a Ward identity that these equations in the long wavelength lirnit are

those that one would expect, but which nonetheless differ in an essential way frorn

those that are usually used for transverse self-energies. One loop calculations of

the gluon clamping rate to order g2T in both covariant and non-covariant gauges

will be carried out in chapter four [33]. In chapter five, the Braaten ancl Pisarski

resurnrnation rnethocls will be employed to calculate the damping rate of both the

rnassless ancl heavy fermion to the same order and Ward identities between the effec-

tive propagators ancl vertices will be usecl to formally prove the gauge independe¡ce

of the damping rate to this order [34]. Chapter six, which is rnainly technical in

content, is devotecl to a recent controveïsy concelning the proper hanclling of the

gauge dependent terms present in the calculation in chapter 5 and a well studied

example will be given to show the neecl of keeping an infrarecl cutoff even for a finite

well clefined quantity [35]. Technical details for calculating frequenc.y surns in the



imaginary time forrnalisrn will be presented in the appendix.



Chapter 2

Finite Temperature Field

Theories

In the present chapter we shall discuss tlie basic formal content of field theories at

finite ternperature (for detail account see [36, 37, 38]). The generating functional for

finite ternperature Green's functions will be obtainecÌ in a path integral form which

is especially suitable for handling the unphysical degrees of freedom that arise i¡
constrained systems such as gauge theories. One will then be able to obtain pertur-

bative solutions of interacting fielcl theories in terrns of "Feynrnan rules" analogous

to the zero temperature case. In orcler to avoid the coinplexities resulting from non-

commuting classical fields, in our discussion we shall be content with a study of a

scalar fi.eld only, with comrnents about ferrnions and gauge bosons given along the

way.

In quantum statistical mechanics, the probabitiiy of observing a state of energy B



and particle number l/ in the gland canonical ensemble is proportional to ¿-Þ(E-uN),

where 13:IlT is the inverse temperature in units where the Boltzmann's co¡stant

is set equal to one. The thermal average of an operator Q may then be expressed as

(2.1)

where ¡; is the chernical potential, In) denotes an orthonormal basis and fl and ,¡/

are the Harniltonian and the particle nurnber operator respectively. It is convenient

to clefine the partition function, Z,

Z : Tre-þ(¡I-PN) (2.2)

In fact, all therrnodynamic properties of a system at equilibrium are completely

specified by Z and its derivatives. Thus, one of the imrnediate tasks will be to

clevelop methocls to calculate tlie partition function. However, in addition to equi-

librium properties, properties of physical systems can also be obtained from their

resPonse to a diversity of external probes. The results of such measurements are

conveniently expressed in terms of response functions or Green's functions.

2.L Linear response theory

Suppose an interacting system clescribed by a time-independent Harniltonian 11 witli
eigenstates lj) (in the Heisenberg picture) is perturbed from equilibrium at t : to

by an external perturbatior H",¿(t). To be specific, assume that H",¡(l) takes the

following forrn

H",,(t) : I a' " A(x,t)J (x,t)



wlrere J is the external source coupled to the field operator A. The linear response of

tlre ensemble average of an Heisenberg operator O(t) for t ) to is given by the fir-st

order change in the therrnal expectation value arising from the external perturbatio¡,

6 (OQ)) : (O(t)) lt=u - (o(¿)) lr=0, (2.3)

where the Heisenberg equation of rnotion of O(t) is given by

ò

AtOØ: ilH * H*,,O(t)l (2 4)

and the corresponding unperturbecl equation of rnotion of O(t) is given by

ð

ato(t) 
: i[H,o(t)). (2.5)

It then follows that for a system in thermal equilibrium the rate of change of the

diagonal matrix elements of O(t) without the perturbation is

ã

*UloØlr)lr=o:i(il[Ei,o(t)]lr) :o (2.6)

as expected and with the perturbation the rate is solely clriven by H",t

â

ðtUlo1)li)lt:ut : i(illv t H.,t,o(t))U)

: i(jllH",ít), o(¿)l u). Q.7)

Thus, the linear response of the field operator ,4(x, f ) is given by

á(,a(x, t)) : ; l',af TrplH",¡(tt), A(x,t)l

: -i [' d,t' [ Êr' 6J(x,,t,)Trp[A(*, t),,A(x,,t,)]Jto J

: ll-0, I o"*' 6J(x',t')DT(x,t1x',t') (2.8)



wÌrere the statistical operator is

e-þH
t' : l. P.-pT

ancl

iDR(x,t;x',,t') : Trp[A(*,t),, A(x',{)]0(t - t')

is tlre retarded Green's function of A(r). The limits fo --+ -oo and ú ---+ oo have been

taken in the last line of Eq.(2.8).

The physical response of a systern to an external probe is thus characterized by

correction functions of the form (,4(x,t)A(x',f')) . This motivates the clefinition of

real-time Green's functions whicli are the therrnal averages of tirne-ordered products

of operators that are convenient to calculate in perturbation theory.

2.2 Generating functional

Consider a system described by the action S[ó]: I Lwith the Lagrangian density

,C depending on the relativistic field variables þ¿ and their derivatives. Here we

ernploy the cornpact notation of DeWitt, the index i encompassing both cliscrete ancl

continuous (spacetirne) labels associated witli the fields and the Planck's constant

ñ is set equal to one. The classical equations of rnotion can lie readily obtainecl by

the least action principle:

* : $s [d] : o. (2.s)"rr: 6óOu LY,J - w.

Suppose the action can be separatecl into the free field action, ,96, which is

quadratic, in þ's, and a piece corresponcling to the interactions among the fielcls,



U : I U. Quaúization of the system proceecls in the usual rnanrìer by clemanding

thai the fielc1 variables ancl their conjugate rnornenta

nt: 
ð(

' aói

be considered as operators ancì satisfy the equal time commutation relations

lón,"i] : ;6i. (2.10)

As mentioned before, in finite temperature field theory one is interested in cal-

culating real-time Green's function

çt...rrz : (ró, ...4r",> (2.11)

clefinecl to be the ensemble average of the tirne ordered product of the Heisenberg

field operators. The corresponding generating functional satisfying

is given by

rt'r....¡¡z ei)^ o t...*l(r : t ¡q 
o' 

lr=o

zUl : zlol i glf çt'm¡',... i^.
'7'=o 

ffi\

(2.r2)

(2.13)

Functional derivatives with respect to external sources j¿ and fielcl operators /¿ are

abbreviated by a comma and subsequent upper and lower indices respectively. The

sutnmation convention is extendecl to include integration over continuous labels as

well. The generating functional can folmally be written in a rnore cornpact forrn as

the following:

zljl: (2.r4)z lol (r ""p1,6'¡ol) 
.

10



We continue by specializing

plings, i.". ó - r. By requiring

can verify the Dyson-Schwinger

to the case where there is no time clerivative cou-

the vanishing of the expectation value of 5,¿ , one

equations 139] for the generating functional

where the hat

form of / with

appearing on top

/ being replaced

of a functional of q5

bv -i9. i.e.
" oJ ,

.__ I ¡l
o LóJ = o 

l-o u¡)

the free generating

lS,, +io] z Ul : o (2.15)

represents the sarne functional

functional to be the functional

(2.16)

However,

to the free

(2.r7)

For instan"., óo = -i*. Define

generated by ^9s only,

ZoUl : Z Ullu=o,

which satisfies the Dyson-Schwinger equations analogous io Eq.(2.1b).

under our assumption, .96,¿ could be written as Ss,¿¡$i. Thus, the solution

Dyson-Schwinger equation is trivial ancl is given by

cl\t

Now, we simply take the ansatz that

z ul: r lø] z"¡¡

11

zoUl:

where Gläi is the inverse of -iS!,¿,r,. The inverse, however, is not unique, as the

solution is subject to bounclary conditions. Nevertheless, one can verify that Gtîii is

just the free propagator as defined in Eq.(2.12) witli [/:0, i.e.

z s [o] exp l- ]i, r-., *,av ^l

: (Tó'ó'")o



After sorne algebra, Eq.(2.15) could ihen be written as

iF,¿ Z6Ul : U,o Z Ul

and tlre solution for F is given by F - e-¿u and hence

z Ul : "-iu 
zoUl (2.18)

where Eq.(2.16) has been used to set the normahzation factor. Once we are able

to fincl the free generating functional, formula (2.18) serves as a convenient start-

ing point for the construction of a perturbation theory for calculating the Green's

functions by expanding the exponent in terrns of powers of Û.

Instead of restricting ourselves to the free field case, in the following 'we will use

the path integral method to obtain the representation of the full generating func-

tional la0]. The object of the rnethod of path integrals is to express the generating

functional entirely in terrns of a classical Halniltonian without reference to operators

ancl states in Fock space. For the sake of clarity, the continum space-tirne depen-

dence of the fielcl operators will be written out explicitly and all other labels will

be suppressed. Let l/) be the eigenstate of the Schrodinger picture fielcl operator

ó"r(*) with eigenvalue (c-number function) /(d),

ó"r(*)14,) : 4,@)lÐ,

satisfing the completeness ancl orthogonality conciitions

[ ¿ø lø¡(dl : r
J

(óló'):6(ó-ó').

(2.re)

(2.20)

(2.2r)

T2



The measure d$ and the delta function 6(ó - þ') are forrnally clefined to be fl* d.þt@)

and ff* 6ló@) - ó'(")l respectively. Together with Eq.(2.i9), the time evolution of

the field operator',

irnplies

Ó or(x, t) : "0" ö or(*) "-0",

öoo(x,t) ("0"'lø)) : ó@) ("oo'ló)) . e.zz)

identify lö;t) = "¿H'ló) 
as the eigenstate of the Heisenberg field operator

at time f . It is then easy to show completeness and orthogonality conditions

for lS;ú) as well

One can

ó.e(x,t)

also hold

lor
(ó;tló'

ló;t)(ó;rl : t

;tl:6(ó-ó').

(2.2:t)

(2.24)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

Similarly, in the representation where the conjugate rnomenturn field operator,

,r"r(x) is diagonal, þr;t) : eiH'ltr) is the eigenstate of r.r(x,,t)

r op(x, t)þr ; t) : " 
(i)1" ; t)

which satisfies the cornpleteness ancl orthogonality conditions

(2.25)

I a"¡";t)þr;tl: !

(tr;tlr';t):6(n-n')

where tlre measure is clefined to be n*W. The overlap between the fielcl eigenstate

anci its conjugate rnomenturn eigenstate wliich is compatibie with the equal time

canonical comrnutation relation is given by

(ö;tln;f) : exp 
l; I a"røçr)"(t)]

13



The generating functional can now be explicity written as the sum over all possible

independent configurations þ' at arbitrary time l/ weighted by the matrix elements

of e-þH

z Ul: I oö'(ó',t'le-eH7"*r, 
[; I aar4,"r(rl iøl]W,

It can be seen almost immecliately that if the real scalar fielcl

in Minkowski space is replaced by a real scalar field with time

extencled to take complex values as well, then the thermal factor

into the boundary condition on tire wavefunction as

;t'). (2.2e)

z Ul: I oó'(ó'tt' - iBlr"exp
l; lra^*ó",(,) i@)]

operator clefined

coordinate being

can be absorbecl

ló';t')

(2.31)

(2.30)

where 7" is the generalization of the usual time orclered operator to the path orclering

operator along a complex contour according to its parameterization r; in particular-,

r al tt- iB would be larger than r at l/. The integrand in the exponential is now

generalized to be integrated frorn l' to t' - iB along a contour C which is essentially

unspecified except its imaginary part must be a rnonotonically decreasing function

of r which guarantees the existence of the correlation functions of (t's 1471. The

correlation functions defined in this way are no longer the real-time Green's func-

tions but the so-called therrnal Green's functions. A path integral representation of

Eq.(2.30) can be obtained in the usual rnanner with modifications to cope with the

cornplex nature of the tirne coordinate. Divicting the contour into a number of srnall

intervals, say l/ equal steps, and inserting the bras and kets of /'s and r'sby using

tlre cornpleteness conditions of Eq.(2.23) and (2.26), together with Eq.(2.28), in the

limit /ú --+ oo the generating functional, Eq.(2.30), can be rewritten in the forrn

z ul: Ar' I Dg Dr .*v; l. aa r l" çr) 6(,) - 11(r) + ó(")j @]

T4



where the clot clenotes the directional derivative on C and the integration measure

rnay be written formally as

Dó:

Since having taken the trace, the

the periodic bounclary condition

dS'dtr'ffa6çt7a"çt¡.
t

path integration is now over

(2.32)

all fields satisfying

ó(t' - i{J,*) : þ(t' ,x). (2.33)

Note that only the field integration, and not the momentum integration, is restricted

to periodic orbits. Finally, if there are no time derivative couplings as we have

assumed before, the Gaussian path integral over ?r can be performed by completing

the square to yield

z Ul : * | of .*v t l"dar lL(x) + ö(,) j(,)1. (2.:t4)

Here, ,Â/ is a new temperature clependent nornalization constant which is usual-

ly infinite in the ly' --+ oo limit, but irrelevant for the calculation of the Green's

functions. However, it does play a role in the canonical paltition function.

For fermions, physical observables always involve even powers of the Dirac fielcl

t/. Thus the eigenstates | +tþ) of the Schrodinger pictule field operator correspond

to the sarne values of the physical observables ancl describe the same state. Hence,

the boundary conditions in the functional integral could either be that it is periodic

or antiperiodic. To obtain a prescription which is consistent with Fermi statistics

when thermal averages are calculatecl, it turns out to be necessary to take the matrix

elements of the following forrn

Ð<,¿...1-,þ).

15



Hence, insteacl of having the periodic boundary conclition as in the scalar case, the

Grassmann integration must go over configurations with anti-periodicity in the patlr

integral formulation of fermion fielcls [41].

In the case of gauge theories, the only extra complication is clue to the existence

of unphysical degrees of freedom, narnely the longitudinal and timelike "photon" and

the Facldeev-Popov ghosts [42], which cannot be in equilibrium with a heat bath.

However, since the ghost fields arise frorn a determinant defined in the space of gauge

fields in the standard Faddeev-Popov rnethod, one should treat tlie ghosts as having

the same periodicity in r as the unphysical gauge fields, which, for convenience can

be talcen to be the same as the usual scalar field [a3].

The traditional choice and perphaps the rnost obvious choice of tlie contour in the

patlr integral of the quantuin statistics is the Matsubara contour [aa]: a straiglit line

running along tire imaginary axis from ú : 0 to t : -iþ. Thus the parameterizatio¡

î can sirnply be clefinecl as î : it and the generating functional is given by

z tjl (2.35)

with

: Af I D(te-søtd,

sø[ó]: 
loo 

a, I a"r lLø - ó(r)j(,)l

L'(ó(¡), ¡) : - L(ó("), ")

(2.36)

(2.37)

where ùr: (r,d) and ã*: (#,v). This so-called imaginary time formalism (ITF)

has the well known advantage of liaving the same perturbative cliagrarns as in the

vacuurr theory. The rnajor difficuliy is that one has to deal with the euclidean

propagator and an analytic continuation is needecl to go back to the physical region.

The analytic continuation is non-trivial in rnore than two external rnornenta.

16



Togetlier with the periodicity condition of Eq.(2.33), the free propagator G1s¡(z) =
i.A(r,ã) clefined in Eq.(2.17) is also periodic in r, A(r + þ) : A(r). Its Fourier

transform

A(rn,Ð: [o a, I a", ei(uú+p'x)L(rji) (2.8g)Jo J

defines tlre Matsubara frequencies L,)r" :2rnT with integer n. Inverse Fourier trans-

form allows one to write the eucliclean propagator as

(2.3e)

On tlre other hancl, the Matsubara frequencies for fermions are odd multiples of rT,
LÐn : r(2n ! 1)T, due to their antiperiodic boundaly conditions at finite ternper-

ature. Here we simply state the substitutions needed for going from the vacuum

perturbation expansion to the case of finite ternperature in tlie ITF:

A(r,x) : 7 Ë t Æ "-i(p'x¡unr) 
a(r*,F).

?¿=-oo J \Ltt )-

+l#r *',,ä Iffi'
2n6(\k) - þar6(lk¿)á.,0, , :T r¿.

(2.40)

(2.4r)

After calculating u purti"lilur Feynman *u*ru- using the above prescriptions, the

corresponding real-time Green's function can be obtained by analytic continuation

of all the discrete external energies back to the physical region. For instance, the

thermal propagator will be converted to the retarded or aclvancecl propagator if the

following continuation is made:

ito,, - 2rniT ---+ ps t ie (2.42)

where the limit e --+ 0+ should be imposed at the end of the calculations.

Choices other than the Matsubara contour also exist. One of the rnost popular

choice, the so-callecl "real-time" contour, is shown in Fig. 2.1 (where the lirnit

77
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Figure 2.1: Real-time contour
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t' --+ æ is understood), which for obvious reasons has the advantage that no analytic

continuation is required but it involves a cloubling of degrees of freedorn which makes

calculation a bit more complicated [45]. We will use ITF in chapter 5 ancl real tirne

forrnalism (RTF) in chapter 6. Before leaving this chapter, we simply state without

proof that one rnay take over the renor-rnalization prescriptions of the vacuuln theory

to eliminate all ultraviolet clivergencies of the corresponding field theory at finite

ternperature ancl clensity [46].
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Chapter 3

QCD at finite temperature

Quantum chrotnodynarnics is uncierstood as an extension of quanturn electrodynam-

ics to non-abelian gauge fields that transform according to the colour SU(3) gïoup.

The general formalism of chapter 2 will now be applied to a neutral plasrna (i.e. hav-

ing no chernical potential) of an SU(N) gauge theory couplecl to .Ä/¡ flavour rnultiplet

ferrnions denoted collectively bV rþ("). The corresponding generating functional for

connected Green's functions WIJ,,t;T,V] is given by

"iwlr,Qir,rl 
: N I DAuDqDr¡D$Dr¡;¿-s,

J
(3 1)

wlrere Ai"@) (o,: I,...,ff'- 1) denote the "gluon fielcls", and the Grassmann

variables 7(z) and its conjugate rt@) are the so called Faddeev-Popov ghosts. The

depencience on temperatule 7 and volurne 7 entels in the action S7(T,I/) through

the integration limits for the four-clirnensional space-tirne integral over the QCD

Lagrangian:

A"-(rþ-rle)s" : 
Iou 

o, IrÊr lLø - J"
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where Jt@) is a c-number vector source, {(z) is an anticommuting c-number spino-

rial source. The corresponcling Lagrangian in Minkowski space is given by

L : Lstuon + Lv(rþ,, D rrþ) (3.3)

wlrere Lstuor,. is the dynamical Lagrangian of pure gluon fields in a general gauge

clroice flAr]: g'

Lstuon: -Io;,rr, - )lr"lA,l), -r i"T"[D,T]

where À is the gauge pararneter, and

Lm : tþ(fiþ D, - M)rþ (3 5)

describes the gauge-invariant interaction of the fields Ar(") anct r/(z) and is declucecl

from the free Lagrangian of the fields ü by replacing ordinary derivatives with co-

variarrt ones, D, - 0u- gAi"T", such that the derivatìve D¡þ transforms covariantly

with r/ under the gauge transformations

(3.4)

tþ --+ U(r)tþ

At" : Aî"T" -, (J At(J-t + lUArU-t
(3.6a)

(3.6b)

with t/(z) : e-i' , where LÐ : ttoTo and ?o being the generators of the Lie algebra

of the ,1U(N) group. The choice of representation of the generators in clifferent

situations shoulcl be clear frorn the context. Here F¡,, : FlrT" : ôrA, - ArAp +
ig [ApA,] clenotes the gluonic field strength tensor and M is a colour-indepenclent

rnass matrix in the flavour indices.

The fact that in the Hamiltonian forrnulation the generating functional is a trace

over all possible states of the system is in the Euclidean formulation reflected in the
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ternpolal boundary conditions for the fielcls. While the bosonic fields A*(r,x) and

the ghost fields obey periodic l¡ounding conclitions in Eucliclean tirne, Ar(B,x) :
Ar(0,x), the fermionic fields $,ç ob.y anti-periodic boundary conclitions in this

direction of space-tirne.

3.1 Linear Response Analysis

For QCD at finite temperature, the linear response of the gluon fields Ai"@) to the

external perturbation is given by

6 Ãi@) : I ay nXu,(r, y)6 Ji@) (3 7)

where

6Ãi@) : 6(A",(r))t

: (Aî) tlr=u, - Øîl tlr_o (3 8)

is the variation of the thermal average of the vector potential unclel the influence of

a srnall perturbation in the external source 6ft and

Dî"!,(r, y) : (A"*(r),qI@)) tl r_o

is the finite temperature (retarded) gluon correlation function. We

Lhat 6Ji is conserved with respect to the backgrouncl field, which

chosen to be zero, so that

Dib6#:Ap6Juo:0

(3.e)

further assume

in this case is

(3. 1 o)
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With np being the velocity of the heat bath, the rnomentum space propagator

can in general be expancled in terms of the following basis:

{A p,, ñ *ñ,, ñ rk, * k rñ,, k rk,}

where

ñ,: P*n' ( It'k'\ u: 
\9ø"- W )n

is the transverse projection of the velocity of the heat bath with respect

rnornenturn lt*, \.e. ñ,rku - 0, ancl

(3.1 1)

A - 
p 

-frttfr,tLpU 
- 

t ltu _. (3. i 3)

is tlre projection operator satisfying kpA¡,,:0 : ñ'P¡",. Since symmetry demancls

that the gluon propagator be diagonal in colour space, we henceforth tlrop colour

indices for simplicity and assurne the gluon propagator takes the following form:

(3.12)

to the

(3.16)

(3.14)

where

ur:ñ*+6(k)kp (3.15)

and at this mornenl k!rk,2,6 and 7 are simply treated as expansion coefficients (in

fact functions of frr) and their physical interpretation will be given later, which will

D,,(k): ho,,- +ry -++

also justify the above notation.

The inverse propagator can be easily found to be

D;j (k) : k7 Ap, * k7+ * 1v *v,

where

Vr: k, - *^,*ñ'¿P
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such tlrat UrV, : 0. In the rest frame of the plasma n, : 60,,

^-: (: _u,,0* r,r,)
projects out the spatially transverse physical gluon rnode. The presence of such a

preferred frarne at finite temperature accounts for tlie fact that the gluon pïopaga-

tor has in general two inclepenclent transverse components, the spatially transverse

cornponeni, k!, and the spatially longitudinal component, kf . Since the decomposi-

tion in (3.14) contains only one such preferred frarne) we are effectively restricting

the choice of gauges to those which involve only one sucli four vector. Thus, at

finite tetnperature, our analysis does not apply to light cone gauge calculations,, for

exarnple.

It is believed that isotropic QCD rnatter in the QGP phase can support both

longitudinal and transverse plasma oscillatioüs. To extract the physical content of

(3.7) it is useful to separate vectors transverse and longitudinal to the spatial vector

,t; by decornposing the vectors 6l¿ ancl 6Ji into the following:

(3.i8)

(3.1 ea)

(3.1eb)

(3.1 ec)

(3.20a)

(3.20b)

6Ãl =

6Ã! :
6l=

(,,,- T)uu'
Wu¡,

k2

('"- T)u''

In terrns of the clecornposition (3.1a), Eq.(3.7) can now be written

6Ã0: # @' - ¿oó) @ro)'
_1

6A:: ;(6r:),
rùt

AS:
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6Ã! : (3.20c)

Suppressing the mode of excitation, colour and spatial indices, the response of the

field is given by

6A(t) ñ 
|d,ko"-nr",tÃçt o¡

N I ako"-'r", n,çno¡tlçt o¡.

Assurning D^(ko) has a pole at ko: up(k) -4(k), the¡ carrying out the A6 inte-

gration in Eq(3.21) leads to

6A(t) - | 
dt'"-nur(t-tt)"-1(t-t') (3.22)

Thus the response will oscillate with a characteristic frequency e.p and damp in a

characteristic tirne 1/7. Both parameters thus represent physical quantities, and

therefore should be independent of arìy gauge fixing condition used to define the

propagator.

Although Eqs.(3.20) appear to ciescribe three inclependent modes it will be shown

that the pole structure of the ternporal and longitudinal modes is identical. Thus,

as expected there are only two indepenclent rnodes: the spatially transverse gluon

mode and a collective longitudinal rnode.

In orcler to analyze the

Dyson's equation to express

fIp":

- a) ra;'l

pole structure of the full propagator

the propagator in terrns of tlie gluon

D;): Dao\" :-fr*,,

k¿ lko_t_
klnz \nz

(3.21)

it is useful to use

proper self-energy

(3.23)
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where

such tlrat IrfP : 0.

r.¡_r uu 62 (S nruon)
"(o):6ArW (3.24)

is the bare inverse propagator derived frorn the gauge fixed classicaÌ action. Note

that no approximation will be made in the following analysis; in the Conclusions we

comment on the importance of calculating fI* in a self-consistent approxirnation

scheme.

In terurs of the decomposition used above, the self-energy and the bare propa-

gator take the form:

+ Q(ñt'k, -f ñ.,kr"¡ + Lkt"k,

7 It"I, I kt"k,I__
k2 ñ2 C(o) k4

with

Tr: ñr l Dp¡k¡,. (3.27)

hi obtaining the bar-e propagator, we require that the transverse part of tlie bare

propagator is gauge fixing independent. Tlie gauges used in Bq.(3.26) includes as

special cases the usual covariant gauges as well as classes of axial gauges [48, 33].

The inverse bare propagator can be found to be given by

Da;*' : k2 Pt* I cço¡FPF' (3.28 )

where

fIt", -fIAtr, *yítpñ,,

1

DTö: 
r"rAu' 

+

F,, : k,,
PF

lî¿ D¡o¡ _
¿n 'oltr

(3.25)

(3.26 )

(3.2e)
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We can now evaluate the plopagator

energy:

in terrns of the components of the self-

z\ * Crol

(3.30a)

(3.30b)

(3.30c)

(3.30d)

now be written in terms of the self-energy

kl: k2 ¡tI
'y:A.*Cp¡
^1\- A*C1o¡

k7:k'-tx+k2Dp¡

The equations for the physical mocles can

ancl bare inverse propagator:

-)

(",., - ffi)

n"
(o) - k2

f",,, -
L

("'o

ks(kzC@¡D1o¡ - ñ2Õ)

2O

Ërçtr + cp¡)

6J:

C@)D@ - ñ
/cs(Â + Clo;)

)
k2

6Ãl:

6Ã!:

a;.: (i +
/It_
\r, + n

- ('- h#r'u"

(3.31a)

(3.31b)

(3.31c)

) +"'

The pole for the transverse mocle is therefore given by

k?: k' * fI: o (3.32)

which depencls only on the transverse part of the self-energy. For the longitudinal

modes of (3.31a) or (3.31c), tlie two equations will yield precisely the same poles

providing the numerators have no zeroes or poles in the region of rnomenturn s-

pace of physical interest. Note frorn (3.30d) that these equations appear to contain

contributions frorn the non-transverse cornponents of the self energy. In the next
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section, we vyill use a Ward

large number of cases only

identity to sirnplify the equations ancl to show tliat in a

the transverse components of fIp, contribute.

3.2 'Ward Identities and Plasrna Pararneters

The Ward identity just alluded to that will

the longitudinal mode can be clerived from

condition of the forrn

be useful in analyzing the equations for

Lagrangians with a linear gauge fixing

Ss.r: -tr f2J
where Fp is independent of the quantum

following identity holds [49]:

n(rr+x)

Substituting Eq.(3.35) into the expression

k7: c@)

(A+Croi)(k2+x)

dr (?PA,

ß,eld Ar.

\2
)

One can then

(3 33)

show that the

Cp¡fPf'Dp,:I

where D* is the full propagator. IJsing Dyson's equation, one

following relationship between the non-transverse components O

energy (2.13).

can then

ancl Ä of

(3.34)

fincl the

the self

(3.35)

(3.36)

: ñ2Q2

for kl yields

Itt'+x+k'D1o¡a]'

Assuming Cp¡l(/t * C1o¡) ancl the nurnerators of the equations for longitudinal

modes (3.31a) and (3.31c) to be well-behaved in the region of interest, both rnodes

are determined by the same physical pole, namely:

k2 + x: -k2 D@)Q.

28
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As expected, there is therefore only one independent longitudinal rnode. More-

over, if k2Dp¡Q is negiigible in the regiorì of momentum space of physical interest,

the longitudinal mode and the transverse mode are cleterrnined solely by the trans-

verse parts X and fl of the self-energy respectively. This is true in both the usual

covariant gauge, in which D1o¡ vanishes iclentically, as well as in the farnily of non-

covariant gauges to be discussed later in certain limits of interest. The general formal

proof of the on-shell transversality of the imaginary part of the gluon self-energy up

to the next to the leading orcler in all linear gauges also exists [50].

It is important to note that the equations for the transverse and longitudinal

modes are quite general, as no approximations have been rnade as yet. In the next

chapter we will calculate the location of the physical poles at the one loop level in

both covariant and non-covariant gauges. In order to facilitate these specific calcu-

lations, it is useful to express n, X , Õ and r\ in terms of the space time cornponents

of the self energy fIr,. In particular, we will need the following identities:

r : Ilo,,n,, + fin,n 
n,,]

: -Tlu,,-+]¡1;i = _.Tn:,

lc2,: _Fñpñ.,[I¡",

(3.38)

(3.3e)

(3.40)

(3.41)

simple expression

o-

^-

í¿p Ii'lI p,

t*
kp k,fI p,

k4

Application of these formulas to Eq.(3.32) yields the following
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for the transverse mode:

k|:Ë'+lfn,, -*n,ol e.4z)'¿L"" k2'")
For the longitudinal mocle of (3.37), one must distinguish between the cases where

the right-hancl-sicle of (3.37) vanishes or not. If it does vanish, tlien with use of the

Ward identity (3.35) one finds the longitudínal mode is deterrninecl by

or equivalently

or equivalently

If the right-hancl-sicle of (3.37) does not vanish, then again with the

iclentity one fincls the longitudinal mode is founcl frorn

þl : k;k¡Itii 
+ zt trofrz '"lr'

.,_noo,..rkoÕ'-E-" k'

- o k,k,fIij fizkä:=Ë?+2krkoa-klnp¡Þ

1:þ-D1o¡Õ

" floo
t-2

(3.44)

help of the Warcl

(3.45)

(3.43)

(3.46)

Thus, as can be seen from (3.42) and (3.46), when A + 0 the usual expressions

l7r, 12, 74, 75,16] in terrns of rr¿¿ and fI66 used for transverse self-energies,

ko: Ë, * å ln,, - #"..] (3 42)

for the transverse mocle, and

(3.48 )

for the longitudinal mode, must be moclified (see also tlie discussion of the Coulomb

gauge in Ref.[13]). In both classes of gauges we use we shall show what these

rnoclifications entail in the iimits considered.
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Before leaving this section we show how to extract the plasrna parameters from

equations of the general form

tg: ¡1no,Ë7 (8.4e)

which will be directly applicable to Eqs.(3.42) , (3.45) and (3.46). One assurnes that

there is a solution of the forrn ,k6 - up - i7, with -l << ar. To leacling orcler, the

plasrna frequency is then obtained by solving:

: Ref (",",k) (3.50)

and the damping constant will be given by:

Imf @,Ë) (3.51)

2U,

,,,, ô | n"¡@,Ðl*ôal r'j
The convention used is that if such solutions exist, then positive 1 will result in

exponentially damped oscillations, while negative 7 will result in anti-damping.

In the next chapter ,ñ/e examine high temperature QCD at the one loop level

in two classes of gauges in which kpfl¡", f 0, lor wliich the preceding analysis is

necessary. Note that, at this level, the coefficient Ä of the self-energy vanishes

by the Ward iclentity (3.35), implying that kpk'fIt", : 0 to this order. We will

be iooking in two lirnits of interest: T >) t¿ )) lã1, and extracting the plasma

parameters as in (3.50) and (3.51), and also the static limit ,ko : 0, T >> lEl, fot

whicli the well known problem of the Landau ghost appears.
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Chapter 4

Pluzzle of the hot QCD plasma

damping

The knowleclge of the positions of poles of a Green's function is useful to investi-

gate the behaviour of excitations of the spectrurn. When gauge fields are present,

however, potential difËculties exist because the Green's function or the propagator

clepencls explicitly on the gauge fixing condition used to "regulate" the functional

integral. Usually this presents no aclclitional problems in the sense that accurate cal-

culations of physical quantities have always yield results independent of the gauge

fixing conclition. However, the calculation of the clarnping constant in a hot gluonic

plasrna appears to violate this principle.

It was founcl that the poles of the finite temperature gluon propagator and, in

particular, their imaginary parts exhibit gauge dependence as soon as they are stud-

ied beyond the leading term in a high-temperature expansion. Use of the timelike
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axial gauge indicates stability of the plasma to one-loop order, while covariant ancl

background field gauges yielcl to the same orcler a result that clepends on the gauge

fixing parameter usecl.

Results frorn the linear response analysis done in the previous chapter wili be

usecl to calculate the plasma pararneters to one-loop orcler in both covariant and

regulatecl static ternporal gauge, as first done in Ref. [33]. Since we are using the

bare one loop polarization tensor in analyzing the equations for the physical rnocles,

the consistency of which tnust then be checked, we then ascribe no clirect physical

irnportance, for instance, to the value or especially the sign of the clarnping constant

7 found at this level.

4.t Covariant Gauges

The covariant gauge is definecl by the gauge fixing term:

q.--t Id*(a,,,qu\,ug.J-,)Êt \F/

with associated Faddeev-Popov term:

(4.1)

where Dî,u : 0r6"b + g ¡"b.A",

The coefficients appearing in

S p.p.

is the covariant derivative in the

the bare propagator (3.26) are

D(o) =
c@) :

(4.2)

adj oint representation.

thus

(a.3a)

(4.3b)

: I ara*n"D1or-t,

0

1

7(

ùt)



Thus, as mentioned in the previous section, since D1o¡ : 0 the right-hand-side of

Eq.(3.37) for the longitudinal mode vanishes, and so this equation involves only the

transverse components of the self energy.

In the one-loop approximation the polarization tensor of gluons is represented

by the following diagrams

where the wavy and broken lines stand for the gluon and ghost propagators respec-

tively. For the rnoment, let us leave aside the contribution frorn the quark loop

cliagrarn. For the Feynman rules, see Ref.[49]. Tlie surnrnation is carried out over

even frequencies including the Green's functions of the ghost particles.

The covariant gauge self-energy at finite temperature has been calculated pre-

viously [16j so here we give only the resu]ts. The formal expression for flru to the

one-loop level is:

frt", : orN I dp l-g*D(o)"*(p) + Dço¡r,@)l

g'Ìv I dpryr p"q"
1r
io' * J ¿or"r, (p, q, k) D p¡,.,(p) D @)BB,(q)to'0'" (p, q, k) (4.4)

with bare propagator

D1o¡P' (k) : I l-0"+ 
(1 - Ð+l

and three point interaction vertex:

l"þr(p,q,k) : g"þ(p -,t), + g?r(q - k)" + gr"(k - ùP

1

2

1

2

(4.5)

(4.6)
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The first line of ( .a) is frorn the four gluon vertex while the second is from the ghost-

ghost-gluon vertex and the third is from the three gluon vertex. The conventions

for internal rrromenta are given lry p + q + k: 0 and we have definecl:

loo=r+l#
As slrown in Ref.176l,tIp, can be expressed as follows.

ilrr: n'Nl.{
P,,

p4
- 2l{ p, k2 K¡,, * Tr,(q)

pnq2

(4.7)

Qr, -+ (1-4)l

wlrere I{rr: k'gr, - krk^ etc. and Trr(p): K¡"opop, I I{ropopr. The important

aspect of this polarization tensor relevant for the present purposes is that while

lít"k"TIL,, : 0, as expectecl frorn (3.35) at the one loop level since A - Õ2, we have

kpfl¡,, f 0, except in the Feynrnan gauge ({:1). Explicitly,

- lÌ,,fIt"o
ô_P

lc2

-!r,-elSs,N l*H-t\'-

4.L.L The plasma parameters

(4 8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

We first look at the plasrna paratneters in the long wavelength, high temperature

limit. In this limit, the equation for the transverse mocle, (3.+2), can be written as:

t-2 
-tùo - Tni,lo=,
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where IIj¿ appears in (3.38). Moreover, one finds with Õ given in (a.9) that the real

part of Õ vanishes at Ë2 :0 in the high temperature limit, while the imaginary part

is finite:

Imô--+ fiO - €)s'Nr (4.11)

Thus ã2O :0 when Ë' -- 0 and Eq.(3.43) for the longitudinal mocle reduces io the

simple expression

..) k;k,f1;i ¡

L'-- . 
I''o - frz lr,=n

The equations for the two mocles are actually the same in the long-wavelengtii lirnit,

as shown by tliefollowing general argument [13]: since fln¡(ko,lËl) vanishes at Ë2 : 0,

rotational invariance ciemancls that we can write fI¿¡(ko,lãl : O) : il(ks)ó¿r. This

then leads to tlie relation

fr¿¿lË,=o : r w{#lo^

(4.r2)

(4.13)

(4.14)

which implies the equivalence of Eqs. (4.10) and (4.12). Thus, the equations for the

longituclinal and transverse rnodes are the same in the long wavelength lirnit if the

self-energy is transverse to the required order of approximation. Physically, the two

inass shells coincide at zero rnornentum because, for a particle at rest, there is no

way to distinguish between transverse ancl longitudinal polarization.

The detennination of the one loop bare plasma parameters from Eqns.(4.10) and

(4.12) in this gauge is straightforwarcl [16], and so we simply quote the results for

later reference. One finds for both the transverse and longitudinal modes the values

,", : f,..'ur'

.,t : -'#þ*]rt-€) +i,t-€),+'ur- nl
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: -#þ*]t'-€) +]r'-el'] (4 15)

As in previous calculations, the one-loop result for the damping constant is gauge

fixing dependent.

It is interesting to study the longitudinal plasrna pararneters determinecl by

Eq.(a.Iz) by expressing it in terms of fls6 and rÞ as in (3.46) with D1o¡ : 0 :

, - flool _,2Ol
Ë, l¡r=o ' fuo l¡-r=o

(4.16)

and examining the difference between employing the correct equation (4.16) as op-

posed to just fI66 as in Eq.(3.48) usecl for transverse polarization tensors. One can

show that, while the real part of O does not contribute to (4.16) in the high tem-

perature limit, its imaginary part given in (4.11) cloes. In fact, one can trace the

first three terms in the first relation in (4.i5) to the irnaginary part of fI66, while the

rernaining term can be traced to the imaginaly part of O given in (a.11). Thus, in

tlrese gauges there is a clifference between using (4.\2) involving k;k¡f1ii and using

(4.16) with just fl6s in determining 7. Sirnilar conclusions along these lines can be

also rnade concerning the transverse rnocle.

It is woltli noting tliat the € :0 value of the darnping constant of (4.15) agrees

with the calculation in Ref. [51] using the Vilkovisky-DeWitt formalism. This is a

consequence of the fact tliat the Vilkovisky-DeWitt formalism yields a self-energy

which is precisely equal to the transverse part of the Landau gauge ( : 0 self-energy

presented here. What is surprising here is that while the Vilkovisky-Dewitt self-

energy is transverse by construction, the Landau gauge self-energy is not transverse

at one loop at finite ternperature. However, there exists a general proof 152], at

zero tempetature, which states that the Vilkovisky-DeWitt effective action should
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be equal to the Landau-DeWitt gauge effective action, and therefore generate the

same two point functions. The fact that this is not the case at one loop either

suggests that the proof breaks down at finite ternperature, or that in a consistent

perturbative expansion the non-transverse part of the self-energy should vanish.

4.L.2 The static limit

In the ko : 0 static limit, one finds that the transverse pole (3.42) is founcl by

solving

t' : - 1n,,1

Z ..1*o=o

wlrere we have used the fact that t/kitl¿¡ vanishes at È¡ : 0. For the longitudinal

pole, one sees that O of (a.9) vanishes at ko : 0 and so frorn (8.46) the equation in

this case only involves fI66:

ã, : flool*o=o (4.18)

In the high tempetature, long wavelength limit, due to the Bose enhancement, only

one term of the sum over frequencies, that for which po : 0, is essential. This

leads one to calculate only the three-clirnensionalintegral for (4.8), ancl the requirecl

asyrnptotic forrn is easily found to be

r¿j (a, - ry) (-å Q +2€ + €')g'Nl¿¡")

and hence the equation for the transverse pole becomes [17, 18]

É' - #(e + 2€ + €\s,N¡Ë¡r : o

wirile that for the longitudinal pole is

Ê'+!f ur'-|s,w ¡Ë¡r : s.

(4.r7)

(4.1e)

(4.20)
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The dorninent contribution to the change of free energy of two static charges at large

separation is given be

7(r) o. 
e-melr

,T

where the chromo-electric mass (inverse of the electric screening

m?t: -IIoo(fr0 :0,k -- 0) : Io'Wf'.
t)

(4.22)

length) squared is

(4.23)

However, in the magnetic sector, there is no magnetic mass up to orcler of gT to
control the infrared behaviours. In fact, the pïesence of a pole on the real axis for the

transverse mode is the well known Landau ghost problem. This fact indícates the

unreliability of ordinary perturbative calculations in the infrared region of mornenta

and irnplies that simple perturbation theory is breaking clown at scales ¡Ë1 < g, NT

[17]. Moleover, in a relativistic gauge with real {, the singularity persists for any {
ancl so it is unlikely thai this difficulty can be eliminated by the choice of gauge. The

singularity found is an intrinsic difficulty of perturÌrative QCD ancl is inherent in all

finite tetnperature Green's functions. In contrast, rnagnetic fielcls in QED remain

unscreened at every order [17]. We shall not comment further on this problem, but

will return to it later when we consider the same lirnit in a class of axial gauges,

particularly the depenclence of the pole on the gauge parameter (.

4.2 Axial gauge

The use of axial gauges in these types of calculations is motivated in part by ttre

desirable property in these gauges that only physical mocles are present so that

cornpensating ghost terrns do not seern to be needed. In practice, however, rnajor
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difficulties exist with these gauges. Most notable in the temporal axial gauge Ao : 0

is the presence in the propagator of an unresolved pole at ,L'o : 0. In tlie past this pole

has been hancllecl, at least at the one loop level, by the principle value prescription

[53]

(4.24)

It has recently been suggestecl [54, 55], however, that the consistency of this proce-

dure rnay be in doubt even at the one loop level. Another potential problern with

the condition .40 : 0 is ttrat it is not cornpatible at finite ternperature with the

perioclic nature of the fields [56]. To avoid both of these difficulties, we shall work in

a class of gauges where tliere is no arnbiguity in the pole structure of tlie propagator

ancl that, in a certain limit of a gauge pararneter, corresporìds to a static temporal

axial gauge, 1sAo : 0 in wliich the unresolved pole also appears.

The class of gauges we sÌiall use was first considered by Frenkel and Taylor [57]

and later developed by Burnel [58] (see also the cliscussion of the static limit in Ref.

[13]). In these gauges the gauge fixing term is represented as

fi=er(å) : +Gt +.#try)

.g t 
I d,r (n. ôn. A" - að . A")2g.J. : - r.1a _ I) I ** \'" r'a

together with associatecl Faclcleev-Popov term

Sr.p. - - | arrt" @.0n. Do6 - crô. D"u) ,tu (4.26)

wlrere n, is a constant tirnelike vector, which we shall take to be nr: (1,0,0,0).

The coefficients of the inverse propagator appearing in (z.Iz) are then given by

rt kb
u(0) : -;(1 _ðtu.

kokzu@: W
40

(4.25)

(a.27a)

(4.27b)



wlrere kl\: Q _ a)k!*c,k2 ancl ¿22 : al\ -a) which witl be assumecl positive

in tlre following. Note that for this class of gauges Dfol f 0, and so in principle

ihe right-hancl-sicle of (3.37) miglit contribute to the equation for the longitudinal

rnocÌe.

The bare propagator in this class of gauges is

Diít@:-#Elo"*ffi1 rn*l

Note that setting a : 0 in (4.28) gives the bare temporal gauge axial propagator

witlr the unresolved pole at ko : 0, while setting a : I gives the Coulornb gauge

propagator. As we shall see, however, these two lirnits are quite subtle, ancl they

are best taken at the end of the calculation.

The polalization tensor in this class of gauges at the one loop level is given

forrnally by a sirnilar expression to that for the covariant gauges (a.\:

fIt", : o, N I dp l-g* D(o)" 
"(p) + Dp¡r" @)]

o, ¡v I o, (6o*po - ap')(6o'qo - aq')
-' (1 - ")(p:à 

+ arfi)(l - ")kÅ + o,2P)
1^ r ^

io, * J ¿of"ou (p, q,k)Dp¡,.,(n)Dp¡BB,(q)l''0'' (p, q, k) (4.29)

where tlre conventions are as in (4.6) and (a.7) and Dço¡" appears in (a.28).

As in the covariant gauges, one has lít"k'fIp, : 0, but kt"frp, + 0. one fincls

rather that Õ of (3.40) can be written in the form

o:-yþ
k2

4I



(4.30)
G' Ð' - Ë'i': -+l.l p' (r - ")@3 

r "'F')(q3 * o' í')
list here the following components of the polarization tensorFor future use

(4.2s).
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+ 2(qo - ko)'

'rt'* l*{¡æ

1 ll,
kr| + "'rl\l J

'd)-7¡'{!*rr(\,!'lp'q" p"q" l

14*
Lq'
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The details of performing the

the appendix and those surns

(4.30) to (a.33) also appear in

. i + 6(i',!' + É,(F=;9,'zfp" p"q')

t-wt\
+

+ (4.33)

frequency sums in these expressions are discussecl in

needed for the components of the polarization tensor

the appenclix.

4.2.L The plasma parameters

We now look at the plasrna parameters in the long wavelength, iiigh temperature

linrit. In this lirnit, the equation for the transverse rnocle, (3.42), can be written as:

ü: |ninl,,-, (4.34)

(4.35)

For the longitudinal mode one can verify that the right-hand-side of Eq.(3.37) is

negligable in the high temperature, long wavelength limit. As well, as happened fol

the covariant gauges, one fincls that the term in (3.46) involving O of (4.30) vanishes

in the higli ternperature, long wavelength limit, so that the longituclinal mocle is

obtainecl from

,^, - 
k;k¡tIii 

I

'o - tr lËr=o

Thus, in this limit the equations clescribing the transverse and longituclinal modes

are the same as for the covariant gauges.
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We first concentrate

frorn (4.32) that

on the longitudinal mode. In the Ã2 -- 0 limit, one fincls

kikjtrii 
I

¡lt^2 l-tu 
I lc2=O

: -szNl.lry.#!îrl
' I 

-rrlP'o+ o'(i' - 2poko+Ã,3)]s'NJ¿pl\-,")ry
(4.36)

where " : F'Étt¡ttËt. In the o --+ 0 lirnit, this expression agrees with that of

Refs.[12, 13], who interpreted the ambiguous poles ut po - 0 using the principal value

prescription. For finite a, however, the pole structure of (a.36) is unambiguous. One

can now use the appropriate relations in the Appendix to c{o the frequency sums ancl

carrying out the angular integrations, which leacls then to the following expressiol

for (4.36):

, 2a2 z2kf; I-'wl

: ,,*l + s,uffi 
lo* 

o*

"'* *rW lr* 
d"fi"*

p'G13 + o"i')

!-4r2+ie

r2(J+4o2+on)+a2-7
(I + d2)2 t2r2(a2 - 1) + 1

,'(on-1) +t+Ba2

k;k¡TIii 
I

k2 lË,:o

+ t,*# lo* 
o,

o,**,W#1,*

It is necessary in (4.37) to keep 0 < cv <

last three terms would not be determinec{.

terms are found to lie off the real z axis.

r4

dr
*n(7 + or), + 2r2(a2 - 1) + 1

(4.37)

1, as otherwise the pole structure of the

Within this range of c, the poles in these

In this form the cornputation of the bare one loop plasma pararneters is straight-

forward. Consider first tlie deterrnination of the plasma frequency a, frort (3.b0),
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for which only the real parts of the terrns in (a.37) are needed. One finds that to cle-

termine a2, to order 92 only the first term in (4.37) is needed, the other terms being

of order 93 in the expansion and thus are negligable at this level. Therefore, at this

level we fincl the usual result for the plasma frequency, u2, : 92NT2/g, independent

of0(cv<1.

To cleterrnine the clarnping clamping constant 7 frorn (3.51) to this orcler, both

the real and the imaginary parts of the expressions in (4.37) are needed. One finds

first of all that for 0 ( a ( 1 only the seconcl term in (4.37) contains an imaginary

part. As for the contribution of the real parts of (a.37) to 7, one finds, as happened

for ur, that only the first term in (4.37) is relevant to lowest orcler in g, the other

terrns being of higher order. Thus, we find to this order that the dampirig constant

is given by 7 : 92 NT f 2+r, again indepenclent of 0 1 a 11. This is the same result

as found in calculations employing the principal value prescription in the tirnelike

axial gauge [11, 12, 13], although as mentionecl previously, no extemal prescription

for handling arnbiguous poles in the propagator need be irnposed in the present

formalisrn.

As we clid for the covariant gauge calculation, it is interesting to cornpare the

equations

and

to see the clifference in

plasma parameters. To

t 2 kik jrI¿i 
Ioo: É, lÊ,=o

. llool 2Ol

':Èlr,=o* ¿olr,=o

ernploying k¿kif7¿¡ as opposed to just

clo this, we calculate Õ of (4.30) in the

(4.38)

(4.3e)

lloo in fincling the

high ternperature,
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long wavelength lirnit, and find it is given by

T;,:, : -hn*# 1,* 
d"L+h

z*r(! + or), +z(a2 - t¡ ì+l (4.40)

One can show for 0 < a < 1 that O of (4.+0) has no irnaginary part. Furthennore,

tlie contributions of its real part to the plasna pararneters is of higher or.cler than

the level we are working at. Thus, to this order there is no difference in using (4.38)

involving Ic¿kifI¿¡ and in using (4.39) with only fI66 present, as the contribution of

Õ is negligable. However, we know of no reason in principle why this should occuï

in this case; the fact that this is not so in the covariant gauges shows that it does

not happen in general.

The a-independence of the plasma pararneters to this order implies that the same

pararneters follow in the two interesting limiting cases : e. --+ 0, corresponding to

the static ternporal gauge ô6A0 - 0, and for a --+ 1, corresponcìing to tlie Coulomb

gauge 7¿Ai : 0. This results, however, frorn taking the lirnits at the very end of

the calculations. It is interesting to see what happens if the limits are taken at the

level of the original four-cliuensional integrals in (a.29). We have already mentionecl

that the a ---+ 0 limit gives rise to arnbiguous poles in the integrand at p6 : 0, and

thus an external prescription such as the principal value one must be used to define

the integral. In the other lirnit of a --+ l, one finds in doing the resulting integrals

that curious terms proportional to 92N lËlf app"ar in the long wavelength, high

temperature expansion [12, 13], which cause problerns in determining the plasrna

parameters. The fact that problerns arise can be seen by noticing that setting cv : 1

in the integrancl of (4.37) results in an ill-defined expression. These problems were

avoided in Refs. [12, 13] by consiclering the electric field correlation function, (Ei Ei),
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rather than just the gluon propagator alone as has been done here. This resultecl in

the neecl for certain vertex corrections to be adcled to the equations for the plasma

pararneters determined by (Ei øi¡ clue to the fact that in the Coulornb gauge the

electric correlation function and the gluon correlation function are not proportional,

as they are in the tirnelike axial gauge. Including these corrections then yielcled the

same plasma parameters to this order as in the tirnelike axial gauge. It is interesting

tliat with 0 < o ( 1 in the present analysis no such vertex corrections are neecled to

get agreement between the temporal and Coulomb gauge results to this order when

the lirnits are taken at the end of the calculation, while the corrections are neeclecl

if the Coulomb gauge limit is taken at the beginning. It would thus be instructive

to see whether these vertex corrections contribute in the type of gauges considerecl

here with the lirnit of the gauge parameter taken at the end.

We mention again that, while the plasma parameters are gauge parameter in-

clepenclent witliin this range of a to this order, this does not clemonstrate gauge

invariance of the final result for the clamping constant, as higher loop graphs con-

tributing to 7 of the sarne order in g2T must still be included. Therefore, the positive

sign found for 7 does not necessarily prove plasrna stability. In this regard, we note

that although we have assumecl in the prececling analysis that 0 < û < 1 so tliat

the parameter a2 : dl0 - a) is positive, we can formally examine the results when

ø2 becomes negative. In particular, consider Eq.(4.37) in the limit cL2 -- -1, (i.e.,

o --t *), in which the bare propagator (4.28) corresponds to the Feynman gauge.

In this limit the last three tenns in (a.37) have ambiguous poles on the real r axis

which, if interpreted using the ie prescription, would pick up an irnaginary part.

One then finds in deterrnining the plasma pararneters that the plasrna frequency øf

is unchangecì to orcler 92, but the result for the clarnping constant 7 to lowest orcler
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is different. As one might expect, the 7 so found agrees with tliat in the covariant

gauge calculation (4.15) for the Feynman gauge, €: 1. We also note that O of

(4.40) vanishes identically in the limit ¿2 --+ -1, as does the corresponding @ of the

covariant gauge, (4.9), for {: 1. This indicates that while Õ does not contribute

to tlre determination of the plasrna pararneters to lowest order for a2 > 0, it will for

a2 <0 except in the lirnit ¿2 -r -1, in analogy with the covariant gauges. As well,

for negative a2 we expect the clamping constarit to be gauge parameter dependent.

These consiclerations show the importance of including the higher loop graphs in a

fully self-consistent gauge invariant calculation.

We now turn to the calculation of the transverse plasrna parameters from (4.34)

in tlre high ternperature, long wavelength lirnit, for which we need to caicuiat. frl¿.

Having just founcl kikifl¿¡ for the longituclinal mode, we thus have to find fI¿¿ of

(4.33) in this lirnit. In the t, -- 0linit, one has

il¿¿(,()l¿,=s : _.s2N t *{#. ñ#F'
+ 2lp3 + a'z(k3 - zpoko + F2)l _ 2a2kå ì.,, ,,,-r@ï61\+.+r)

Performing the frequency sums ancl doing the angular integrations leads then to the

general result of (4.13),

fl;;l¡:,=6 : t W!#lo- (4.42)

in the high temperature limit, where lcilcill;¡ appears in (4.37). Thus, in this limit,

the transverse and longitudinal plasrna frequency and damping constant are the

sarne to this order, as one expects. In addition, sirnilar conclusions concerning the

relative contribution of O to the transverse equation can be made as was clone for

the longitudinal one.
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4.2.2 The static limit

In the static limit one finds, the equation for the transverse pole (8.42) is

Ë':- lnnnl (4.43)2 ""lno=o

For the longitudinal rnode, one finds from (4.27) that the right-hand-side of (3.37)

is negligable in the static limit. As well, since Õ of (4.30) vanishes in the lbo : 0

limit, frorn (3.46) the equation becomes

t' : rlool*o:o (4.44)

Thus, as happened for the plasma parameters, the equations c{escribing the two

rnodes in this limit are the same as those for the covariant gauge.

We first look at the longitudinal rnode, for which llse is required. One finds frorn

(4.31) that in the static limit

wlrere ,: F' ill|lld. Doing the frequerìcy sums and angular integrations leads to,

in the high ternperature, long wavelength lirnit, the following result.

roor*o=o : Ir,*t*{T-##

rool*o=o : -!0, Nr, - ry lo* 
o, {3,"1]{l

+ l'.3]lz-","1- l)
: -!o'wr' + |s'N tËlr (4.46)
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This results in Eq.(4.44) lor the longitudinal pole becoming

É,+!flr,-!s,ulÉlr:o Ø.47)

which is the sarne as that found for tire covariant gauges, (4.2I).

For the transverse pole, we need fI¿¿ of (a.33) in the static limit. One fincls

n,,l*o=o : -.io'* t*{#-ffiffi
+ F;=nlrË' - 2oi. d - Tc'Ë2 + rzc'zf . fl
+ F*+*l'o'r\ + Ë' + +F' i + 6"'F' + "'zË'l

+ loo|, - 2F. ,ï) + zorr3+ (r - ,z¡¡-zr ì' çffi"¡' ''-rLu Port'L-c )tù JJ

(4.48)

where c is defined as in (4.45). In the irigh temperature, long wavelength lirnit, we

find this expression becomes

nuol*o=o : -ry Io* 
o, {1,|]{l

:(+.#-h)l,"lffil+'"lffillj
1: -i*e"^ - 2a2 + t)s2 N lÉ1r

Tlre equation for the transverse pole, (4.4J), then becornes

Ë' - #feaa - 2o' + r)t'w 1t1r : o

(4.4e)

(4.50)

wlriclr, as for the covariant gauges, (4.20), has the Landau ghost problem [59]. There

are two interesting properties of this result. The first is that, while the first term
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in tlre first relation in (4.49) gives the result of the timelike axial gauge using the

principal value prescription [11], the final result of (4.50) is singular in the a --+ 0

Iimit. This singularity is connectecl to the second feature that if one cornpares (4.50)

witlr the covariant gauge result (4.20), one finds the equations are the sarne if the

formal identification

2c'1
(1 -o) ( (4.51)

is made. Thus, the cv -+ 0 iimit corresponds in this sense to the ( * oo limit, which

is also singular for the covariant gauge result. The reason for the correspondence

(4.51) between this and the covariant gauge is simple: if one coûlpaïes the static

gauge propagator (a.28) with the covariant gauge propagator (4.5), one sees that at

ko : 0 the lespective gauge pararneters ale related as in (4.51). Since in the high

temperature, long wavelength limit the leaciing terrn in the frequency sunì is n : 0,

Il;;(ko: 0) of (4.48) corresponds directly in this limit to that of the covariant gauge

with the iclentification (a.51) macle.

It is not known what implications these results may have for the ternporal gauge

calculation using the principal value prescription of the static poles [11], as in a sense

cv here could be viewed as a regulating pararaeters usecl to define arnbiguous integrals

at a :0. It is curious then that the a --+ 0 lirnit reproduces the plasma parameters

found using the principal value prescription as well as the longituclinal static pole,

but is a singular lirnit for the transverse static pole. Perhaps related to this, it is

also curious that the same plasrna pararneters and longitudinal static pole are found

as those [i1, 12, 13] calculated using the electricfield correlation function (EiEi) in
the ternporal gauge with the principle value prescription, but the transverse static

pole is clifferent than that founcl [19] using the magnetic field correlation function
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@¿ Si¡ and its corresponding vertex corrections, again in the temporal gauge with

the principle value prescription. As before, it would be interesting to see what these

vertex corrections contribute in the class of gauges considerecl here.

4.3 Conclusions

The foregoing analysis illustrates some important technical aspects of the calcu-

lation of physical poles in the gluon propagator in gauges where the polarization

tensor is not transverse perturbatively. Two classes of such gauges were discussecl

in detail: the covariant gauge and a one-pararneter farnily of non-covariant gauges

which interpolates between the static ternporal gauge ancl the Coulomb gauge. It
was shown that the equations describing the response of the transverse and lon-

gituclinal gluon rnodes c1o in principle contain contributions from the longituclinal

part of the self-energy, but that a Ward identity could be used to show that these

contributions vanish in the long-wavelength high temperature limit in the class of

gauges considered here. There are nonetheless important clifferences between the

equations derived here and those normally used for transverse self-energies.

A number of interesting results ernerged frorn our analysis of the plasma paranì-

eters and of the Landau ghosts in the family of non-covariant gauges. The one-loop

darnping constant was shown to be independent of the gauge fixing parameter for

0 < a < 1 and equal to the result obtained in the ternporal gauge using the principal

value prescription. Moreover, since tlie a + 0 limit corresponds to the static ternpo-

ral gauge and a --+ 1 to the Coulornb gauge, the present formalisrn yields the sarne

one loop pìasma parameters in the Coulomb gauge as in the static ternporal gauge,
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without the useof vertex corrections as needecl in Ref.[13] in the consicleration of the

electric fielcl correlation function with the cv --+ 1 limit taken at the beginning. In

addition, if one forrnally exarnines the cv --+ oo limit, the one loop clarnping constant

of the ordinary Feynman gauge is reproduced, and in general for a ) 1 we expect 7

to be gauge parameter dependent. With regard to the Landau ghosts, the present

calculations illustrate a correspondence between the location of these poles in the

family of non-covariant gauges considerecl here ancl those obtained in the covariant

gauge. Moreover, the a --+ 0 limit reproduces the longitudinal timelike axial gauge

Landau ghost obtained using the principal value prescription, but is a singular limit

for the transverse Landau ghost. In this case a difference cloes arise between using

just the gluon propagator ancl the rnagnetic field correlation function in the temporal

gauge using the principal value prescription.

It must of course be stressed that a consistent approximation scherne for cal-

culating the darnping constant ancl tlie Landau ghosts must be rnacle, requiring for

example the inclusion of higher loop cliagrarns for the darnping constant as describecl

by Pisarski[22,23] which will be clone in the next chapter, or the considerations of

Elze et ø/in Ref.[19] for the Landau ghosts. In tliis regard, thegauge invariant prop-

agator of Cornwall [60, 61] may also be worth considering, although as arguecl by

Pisarski [23], this may be more a matter of convenience rather than one of necessity.

In any case, one cannot as yet ascribe any pliysical importance to the numerical re-

sults obtained in the present paper, nor to the apparent gauge fixing independence

for 0 < a < 7 of the one loop clamping constant in the family of non-covariant

gauges.
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Chapter 5

Resurrrmation

The only physically rneaningful calculations in gauge theories are those which satisfy

the requiretnents of gauge invariance and self consistency. It is known that a deter-

rnination of 1 at the one-loop level cannot be fully consistent due to the infrared

behaviour of the theory, since there are most probably corrections from two-loop and

lriglrer order diagrarns which contribute to the term - g2T 162,12, 13]. Physically

speaking, the clecay of a massive perturbation in the plasrna into two bare trans-

verse gluons with a,' : lkl should be replaced by a decay into dressed gluons with a

rnedium-inclucecl effective rnass ancl a rnoclifiecl dispersion relation ,(k).This can, of

course) entirely change the value of 7, although not its sign. The question whether

the cliscrepancies found by various groups at the one-loop level can or cannot be

explained by invoking the above consistency argument was unsettled. Sorne argued

that a unique result will be obtained if one knows how to subject the system in each

case to the sarne physical perturbation ancl calculate the same physical response.

Sorne others suggested tliat 7 should be defined in terrns of some moïe cornplicated,
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but gauge invariant way) as) for instance, the gauge invariant propagator of Cornwall

[60,61]. Pisarski, in particular, suggests that it does not matter what is usecl to

compute the plasmon's pole, but how it is cornputed. General forrnal argurnents

also exist to support the conclusion that the poles in the propagator will be gauge

invariant when calculated accurately 1271. In this chapter, the Braaten and Pisarski

resumrnation techniques will be used to calculate the damping rate for both heavy

and rnassless fermions in the long wavelength lirnit [34].

5.1- Hard thermal loops and effective propaga-

tors and vertices

For hot field theories two natural momenturn scales arise; one is of the order of ?,

wliicli is callecl "hatcl", and the other is of tlie order of gT, which is termed "soft".

Tlre definition of terms - gT is, loosely speaking, things which are poweïs of gT,

with no g's left over. Thus, terrns - gTr- (gT)',- (gT)",.'. are of the same order-

ancl should be added together. For iiot gauge theories we terrn the diagrarns which

must be resurnmecl into effective propagators and vertices "harcl thermal loops".

When any external leg is harcl, these diagrams are at least g times the tree amplitucle

and are part of the usual perturbative corrections. When every external rnomenturn

is soft, hard thermal loops are of the sarne orcler as the tree diagrarns and in principle

must be incorparatecl into the tlee diagrams. The interesting thing is that not only

are they given merely by diagrarns at one-loop orcler, but by a srnall subset of tlie

complete one-loop diagrarn, when the virtual rnomenta within the diagrarn is hard,

-7.
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5.1-.1 Gluon propagator

Hard therrnal loops are generated solely by a srnall part of the integration region in

one-loop diagrams in whicli the loop rnomenturn is hard. Therefore, cornpared to

the loop mornenturn, all the soft external momenta which appear in the numerator

can be neglected, for instance, the fr's appear in the integraricl of Eq.(4.8). Thus,

the hard thermal loop contribution to the soft gluon polarization tensor in the usual

covariant gauge can be obtained frorn (4.8) by setting k : 0 at the nurnerator ancl

one gets:

6np. = s,N I.lw-w]
È -:lmlln -r, -,' I'¿ (#3\ (5 1)

which is independent of the gauge parameter ( and turns out to be gauge indepen-

dence. Here, Þ' : (1,p : p/lpl) and ('..) clenotes an average over the directions

p, and tlre so callecl thermal rnass rns is given bV *?: g2T2(N ++Nr)lg for .Ä/y

flavours of rnassless fermions. In this and the following 's' denotes equality up to

hard therrnal loop contributions. The gauge invariance of high temperature limit-

ing values (which are proportional to T2) is easily proved by noticing that for the

polarization tensor the terrns of orcler T2 come only from structures quaclratically

divergent in the ultraviolet region while the gauge dependent longitudinal parts of

the propagators do not contain such structures.

It can be easily verified that the above polarization tensor is transverse, i.e.

kt"6fIp, æ 0, ancl hence the coefÊcients of the corresponding longitudinal cornpo-

nents vanish, A,O = 0. Besicles the transversality, one shoulcl rcaIize that the effect

of the hard thermal loops is of the same order as the soft tree level diaglam, ru (gT)'.
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Figure 5.1: Gluon excitations at non-zelo temperature

Therefore, for a Feynrnan diagram containing some soft bare gluon propagators) one

has to sum all the hard thermal loops effects,6fI¡",, to tlie bare propagators via the

Dyson's equation. In contrast, a self energy insertion in the usual low temperature

case (by that we rneans (gT)n IGT)' = g') will at least decrease the order of magni-

tude of the corresponding Feynman cliagram by g'and hence contribute to a higher

loop series expansion.

One can forrnally use the methods develop in chapter 3 to incorporate the hard

therrnal loops effect into an effective propgagator. Bq.(3.30) can be simplified by

-\1
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using the transversality into the following forrns:

: I{2 *fI,

- u(0) r

- Dp),

:l{2+x.

By substitituding these into (3.14), the effective gluon propagator is given by

k?

7

6

k7

(5.2a)

(5.2b)

(5.2c)

(5.2c1)

(5.3)

where k? : Ë'zk? I K2. For convenience sake, we write from now or I f Cp¡: c2 ancl

D(o) : À. Strightforwarcl calculations show

D,"(k) : 
ho,, - hr,r, + "rg,¡!!!!

tr(ko, r,¡=-uttt['- (' -#)*,"(#i)]
rr¿(ko, k) x -rm", [r - *,"(*Ï)] (5.4)

wlrere IIt: -Ë'XlI{2. By solving the transverse and the plasmon dispersion rela-

tions kf,r[øt,t(k),k] : O [63, 28] analytically, one obtains the following lirniting forms

of the quasiparticle excitations:

3t*
rn- + __

5*n
gk4

__ _t ...
35ml I '

ms * rc-,
r (r + 2rt+

(b.lra)

(5.5b)

(5.5c)

(5.5cl)

r*#-*#(,'",(å#) -') * ,

3k2 3 k4
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wlrere ,t¿ : exp l-* - z] . The transverse pole represents the usual transverseL ó,nA I
excitations of a gauge field, renormalized by temperature to lie above the light cone

Lty - *n.The longitudinal pole on the other hand behaves like a massive excitation

only about zero tnotnenturn and its rnass shell is exponentially close to the light

cone at large rnornentum. The dispersion equations can also be solved by nurneric.al

methocl and the results are displayecl in Fig. 5.1.

Define the spectral densities by the following equation:

(5.6)

One obtains

et(k6, k¡

1
: ZITJ;

tií
: 2trR¡(ks,k)16(ko - ,r(k)) - ó(ko + ø¿(k))l | 2rB¿(ks,k)0&2 - kr) (b 7)

K2
2n*0,(tto'tt\
_1: *to,

: Rt(ko, k)[á(k0 - ,'(k)) - ó(ko + arr(fr))] -r 7íko,k)0(k'z - kÐ. (5 8)

Without much difficulty, orle can clerive

R,(r,¡:: - -u(Ú l'z) 
-.' / 3m'jaz-(r'-k')'

1 ¡ du p¿,¿(a,k)

--k?,, I ar (ko - a)'

and
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Rt(r,A) : ;
u(a2 - k2)

0r('',k) :7
(3*:i-rz¡¡z)'

¡r
)'"/ r (kz -@2 -nR)2 * (IIr¡z'

(5.e)

ancl

(,-r.10)

Besides the contribution from poles to the spectral densities, clue to Landau clarnp-

ing, the logarithrnic functions in fI and fl¿ accquire imaginary parts for frs : k down

to ft6 : 0, which contribute to pr,t f 0 below the light cone.

5.L.2 Quark propagator

Tlre effective propagator for massless quark.S-t(P) :ï - 6t(P) inclucles the harcl

therrnal loop 164, 65]

áÐ(P) È s'Cr I dK Df)(r{þpsto)1p - r{)1,

È *r,.r,é+)=.y*€,(p). (b.lr)

Here, *'J : C¡g2T2l8 is the radiatively incluced fermion "mass" a:nd, C¡ is the

quaclratic Casimir eigenvalue for the ferrnions. nl|Ø is the bare gluon propagator

ilf(,, k) : -irm; lr - #,,(*)
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and S'(O)(P) : (F - *)-' is tÌre bare quark propagator with mass rrz in general.

Now, P.€:*Í' from Bq.(5.11) gives €,(p): þo€o -*¡rlpolp, which as show'in

Refs.[64, 65] can be used to split the effective propagator into two rnodes :

-,9(P) :
Do(P).yo - D"(P)ø

: xo(P)* - x"e) ø

: 
åo*(")lr. - Øl+åo-,")'r.* ø1, (5.12)

(5.14)

where

Do(P): po - (0,

D"(P):o- Po€o - ^Í'

a+(P) :

A-(P) :
Do(P) - D"(P)'

1

Do(P) + D"(P) ' (5.13)

Tlie clispersion relations of these two rnocles and their spectral densities are cliscussecl

in Refs.[64, 65].

On mass shell, spinors satisfy Do(P).yorþ: D,(P)þrþ ot equivaleltly

.,ts,þ: fi ø 
",1

where p ' x : l5l0 þ is the helicity operator. At zero temperature, D6 - ps and

D": p, which rìeans helicity is equal to chirality for all positive energy states. At

finite tempelature, instead of one there are two possible mocles of excitation; De :
D" with the usual relation between helicity and chirality as at zero ternperature,

ancl Ds - -D, with a flippecl helicity. The dispersion relations

')+: r*+ 
[t 
.; (t -T),"(i+)l ,

Lù-:-,*+[-'*; ('. ;) ^(=+)]
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Figure 5.2: Ferrnion excitations at non-zero temperature
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can

5.2.

be solved both analytically for sorne lirniting cases and numerically as in Fig.

. n+Oa+(p) 'È

/\P+6a+lP) =
n+Oa-(p) 'È

p+6
Lù-\p) È

m¡tf+ .,

m2,p+---+...,
p

rnÍ-f+"',
p(l +2r*4r2+ .)

(5.1 5a)

(5.15b)

(5.15c)

(5.15cI)

where r - 1)- exp (-rF'l*',

soA+(po, p): R(po,p) [á(po - r+(p)) * ó(po +.-(p))] -r þ+(po,p)0(p' - p'ò,

soA-(po, p) : R(po,p) [á(po - r-(p)) * á(po + ."+(p))] * þ-(po,,p)0(p' - p'o),

(5.16)

R(r,p):H,
¿rn7

þ+(r,,p)

þ-(r,p)

nto@):

Dt"(r,,p)

: þ+(-a,p)',
n*'Í
2p'

- 
tm2ra

w'

t D¿-D:

" (D* - DP), + (D', - D:),''

Dl@,P):a #'"(H),
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Dr(r',p) : p - (5.17)

5.1.3 Three-point vertex

The effective vertex between a quark pair ancl a gluon is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The

effective quark-gluon vertex can be clecornposed into the following:

*f'(P, 
Q) : t* + 6fä) + 6fä) ='y' + 6lt"(P,Q), (5.18)

where P and Q are the incoming ancl outgoing quark momenta respectively. The

two hard thermal loops are given by

w)-

f lt, -il I dK Df)(K)1nsto)1p - Kþps,o)(ç - r{)t^,

-+ I oo ,o s"r,çx)1p Dto) (K - p) *

r,,"(P - Q,r( - P,Q - K)DlÀ(r{ - Q), (5.1e)

m'l l-
' l- lnp L2p

1],

6th)e,,8)

6tiÐe,Q)

wlrere r"?'v(PtQ, I{) : n*p(P - Q)" + gP',(Q - I{)" * g1"(I{ - p)B ancl C is the

Casimir eigenvalue of the adjoint representation. óffr, is an abelian graph except

for the group-theoretic weight factor. It turns out that the terrns proportional to

Nf 2 carcel, and we have [29, 30, 31]

6t,(P,e) =^¡,t,(:*-=), (b.20)''-\P.KQ.r{l'
which, using the efective quark propagator of Eq.(5.11), gives the Ward identity

@ - P)..f(r, e) =.^9-'(Ç) - -^9-t(p). (5.2r)
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xí] .ffi.ff
Figure 5.3: Tlie effective vertices: (a) .¡, between a quark pair and a gluon, (b)
*lp' between a quark pair and two gluons.

5.L.4 Four-point vertex

The effective four-point vertex between a quark pair and two gluons is illustrated in

Fig. 5.3. Since there is no bare vettex, the effective vertex is completely given by

the harcl thermal loop. With the colour indices contracted,

*r*'(P,Q; S,T) - ffií + arff¡ + 6rft¡ (5.22)

wlrere P + s : Q +T : R. The three hard thermal loops are decomposed as

6tióe,Q; S,r) : Jëie,Q; S,r) + Jöí(P,Q; -r, -s) (5.28)

for i: 1,2,3 indicating the number of internal gluon propagators, where

Jöie,Q; s,r)

N s2 C Í I o* t^ S@t 1O * r{)1" S@)(Æ + x)1u s@) qp + g1, nfo) @¡,
k, k' ko

= *?",, ( P.K (5.24)(P+s) -r{Q.
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J(,ie,Q; s,r)

= ry I oo nf;fx * s)18 s@)@ - s - K)1,s(.)(p - r{)1^ x

x l!|ir;r,ro (r{,, s, - I{ - s),

--\
S).KI

lt r\(,¡-* q È)' (5.25)

Jöie,Q; s,r)

= s,N loo nf)çx¡r,u,(_ s,K,s - x¡n\,)g - K) x

xt"6p(T,K - s,e - p - x¡nf')çe - I{ - p)1À,9(o)qr + I{)f
a

= ,,töifP,Q; 'e,r). (b.26)

It can be easily verifiecl

x of Eq.(5.20), leads to the Ward iclentity

Tt*lp'(P,Q;S,T) x*l'(P -f ,Q) -*l'(P,Q +f¡. (5.28 )

5.2 Resummation

The essense of the resurnrnation methods, perhaps, is the recognition of the cliffer-

ences between effects that are of order - gT,and those that are g times terrns - gT.

For exarnple, áÐ is real above the light cone. In order to include the leacling order

contribution to the irnaginary part of the self energy with soft on shell fermions, one

has to aclcl to the Dyson's equation the so callecl effective or resumrned self erìergy
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the irnaginary part of Eq.(5.30) after analytic continuation are sirnplified by the

presence of the bare quark propagator. In the long wavelength limit lp] -+ 0 the

rnass-shell condition po : m imposed on ó(p6 * ko - ,(q)) implies that qs - n1.

and k6 - Ë2lzrn. The other ô-functions that arise have no support in this region

of interest. As will be seen in the next Section, Ward identities can be used to

show that the gauge dependent contributions to Eq.(5.30) are proportional to the

rnass-shell condition, and apart frorn sorre concerns to be discussecl shortly that

arise in certain gauges [66], such terrns will not contribute to this orcler. One then

fincls the cliscontinuity of the self-energy of Eq.(5.30) in this limit is given by the

gauge inclependent result

rrno.Ð(p) : -ry lo* 
or 

lrt",, 
-1)s-# * (ro +

: -(-o - ',, 3g2TC ¡n'13 
- (ryo + 7\ 

g',TC r 
.: -\'/ -L) l6Trp2utoJJ- \t t') 

16r

')*^+l
(5.31 )

The first term with the infrared cutoff contributes to wave function renormalization,

while the seconcl term shifts the pole. Eq.(5.29) can be rnodifiecl to the present

situation by inserting a rnass term ancl neglecting the hard thermal contribution áX;

hence, up to the leading order of both real (- g?) and irnaginary (- g'T) parts, in

the long wavelength limit,

S-t (po, p- : 0) : po.yo - n-L - i(1o + I)a (5.32)

where q: gzTC¡lQ6r) and only the relevant term has been kept. The solution

Lù : rrL - ig2TC¡18¡' to the clispersion relation thus has an irnaginary part, which

leads to a damping rate [64].
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5.2.2

Figure 5.5: Resurnrned felrnion propagator

Massless quark

For a massless quark in the long wavelength limit, the one-loop approximation to

the fermion self-energy generally leads to a gauge dependent darnping constant, as

happens for pure gluons [10]. The use of the effective propagators ancl vertices

in the calculation will be seen to formally give a gauge independent answer, but

is significantly tnore involvecl in the rnassless case than in the heavy fermion case

because all the effective propagators and vertices rnust be included :63, 64,291.

The quark self-energy

The resummed quark self-energy

.t(P) : Xir¡(P) * Ð12¡(P) (5.33)

as illustratecl in Fig. 5.5 consists of two distinct terrns 164,29]: one from the quark-

gluon loop,

x1r¡(P) : dK *lt' (P,,8).S(q)"f ' (Q, P) D *,(I{), (5.34)n'c, 1"",,
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where Q : P - 1(, and the other from the single gluon loop,

x1z¡(p) : lsrct [ . arc Dp,(K)*tr, (p, p; I{, K).' z Jsoft
(5.35)

We first examine the gauge clependent terms. The term linearly proportional to

the gauge parameter l(If) of Eq.(5.33) is given by

-.grn ¡ dl( ', Í,\/-"Cr J V^Uq(iLul{,1ñ,1{) 
x

[..,," e).^s(ç).r'(e,, p) + f,-r,'{e, 
p; K, ro)

: -s2cÍ I ff^ço)ñ* 
x

l"a"(", e)-s(e)" s-'(p) + *,s-1(p).^9(g).1,(e, p)] , (5.36)

where the Ward iclentities of trqs.(5.21) anct (5.28) have been used. The remaining

gauge dependent terrns, again using Eqs.(5.21) and (5.28), can be written as

¡,, l,.l# +fl] r{,K.x

1.r,,", 
g).,9(0).r , (e, p) + |-ru, (p, p; K, rq]

: s2cÍ I ool# +P] l* s-'(p).^e(Ç).,s-'(p) - *,s-l(p)] 
,

(5.37)

Thus, both gauge dependent terrns of Eqs.(5.36) and (5.37) are plopoïtional to
.^9-t(P), and will vanish when the mass-shell condition is imposed if the associated

integrals are not singular in this limit. Recently these integrals have been examined

in detail, ancl questions were raised concerning the neglect of such terrns in cer-tain

gauges, particularly the usual covariant gauges, in both the fermion ancl gluon darnp-

ing rate calculations to lowest order [66]. This problern was subsequently shown to
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be relatecl to the introduction of an infrared cutoff and the resulting question of

wlren such a cutoff should be taken to zero as the mass-shell limit is approached

[67]. We will postpone our discussion of tliis point until chapter 6.

We tlius drop tlie gauge clependent terrns of Eqs.(5.36) and (5.37) on rnass-sheli,

and consicler only the gauge independent contributions to trq.(5.33). Two such terms

arise. One, frorn the transverse gluons, is found in the long wavelength lirnit to be

s'c ¡ I ff a,,1..,," e).^e(Ç).r' (g, p) + |.r*, (p, p;

: -s2cÍ-y, | # {rr"rn,,*, [r ffi - *(r - #)
-å 

l' - #l 1o(ø0, r)) ,

where only terms relevant to the imaginary part are retainecl. The other gauge

inclepenclent contribution, frotn the plasmon rnode, is in the long wavelength lirnit

-gzc ¡ I ff^-^,|..,(" Ç).^s(g).r , (e, p) + |-r,, çr, p; K, rl]

: -s2cÍ.Yo I #{ l* * (, - #)'] xo(qo,k)

-'/-(r- *) x"(øo,r))

o, o)f

g.(q.,k)]

(5.38)

(5.3e)

The total contribution to the imaginary part of the quark self-energy then becomes

-.yoszc¡r^, I oo {hl#l{zn, - ko-t k

i(2po - lco - k)'(ko - k)' L-(qo, k)] + * (t

-# l{zro - ko - k)2 L+(qo,k) * (Zpo - ko

)'(ko + fr)'a*(qo,

- #)e'(n''k)]

+ Ð'z/--kr, *l])

k)

. (5.40)
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The damping constant

The frequency surn and the extraction of the imaginary part after analytic contin-

uation of Eq.(5.40) can be performed using the considerations of Appendix. In this

case, in adclition to the contributions frorn the poles, there are terms arising from

the cuts. On mass-shell in the high temperature, long wavelength lirnit, we fincl for

Eq.(5.40)

Imo*x(ps 7 Trl,Jtp : 0) : - r"o+? lo* 
t'at 

Ir* # "
Í tk - ko * 2m¡)2(tu + fr6)2 - 1 ,=- n

\WsÀtufspa+(qo,A')
(k + Å'o -2m¡)2(k - ko)'

4m2rk2
s*frs,n- (qo,k)

(k+ lco - 2m¡)2 ,- 1
SoA¡(q6, Ã.)2rnÍ'+

+

**B
(A - ko +2*¡)2 - 1

# \it, o SrA-(qs, A)zrn¡" Ki

+firn' - o3)$-å o&' -,tÐ| (5.41)

One can verify that the same result of Eq.(5.a1) is obtained using the clispersion

relation rnethods of Refs.[64, 32]. Since in Eq.(5.41) 3k[Ilk?]1fr0, SÀ[1/k?]llro, SoA*

ancl SoA- are all positive clefinite, ImoÐ(p6 : TnLJ)p: 0) is negative defi¡ite, which

will leads to a positive definite clamping constant which we are going to clerive.

Since, in tlre long wavelength lirnit, Do(po,p:0) : (po-m?lPo)m, tlie clispersion

relation determined by (5.29) becornes

e, -# - t!r,¡1"Imo*xl : r (5.42)
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which leacis to the solution

po: nLÍ + t!rr¡1o.x(p : o)1. (5.43)

It is convenient in Eq.(5.41) to rescale ko - m¡ks and k ---+ m¡k. If a tilcle

syrnbol above a function denotes its form after such a rescaling, i."., i@,k):

þf @¡r,,*¡k) if the function f (r,k) has clirnension D, then with the clarnping

constant clefined as

l(p:O) : -ff, hslmr.X(po:rrlJtp:0)]: o(.4/, Wì4?, Ø.44)

one obtains

ø(N, 1/¡) : apore-pore * apore-cttt * (trcut-cut (5.45)

where

(trpole-pole

,()-õ,1 (À)=1

õt(k)-,i-(k\=1

(r2út

k)k2[k + a{
k)

.)

1,,,

1,,,

ú_(k),k)
')l
Ftq

(k

')l

+\

k

(Ð'-

,),(k

k)

(r'
l,í(
l'É,+ (5.46)2ut(k)lrí&) - a'-(k)l lã¡g)-ú_(k)=t \v'.

úpole-cut

: -i I ffiu''nt(k)'k) 
,,lk - lø'@)- r ll *
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{t,t +,e(Ðl'zlk - r,(k) + zl'z þ*çt - úík), k)

+[Ã,- út(k)]2lk+ú{k) -21'p-(1 -ô¿(k), k) -iþ, -1r -ø,1r¡;,)}
7 r lczdk -n¡ J ffio,çrt(k),k) 

o[k - l,t(k) - 1l] '
{t*, +,{k) - 2l' þ*(r - a(k+ [k - õ)t(k) + 2]' p-(1 -,,ík),Ð]
l/- dk_- I+lo I-õ+(k)'

{tr + ,+(k) + 11'?[k - ,+(k) + r]2 pir - ú+(k),k)

-2k2lk - ,+(k) - Il'0,(t - õ+(k), fr))
l/- dk_- I
+ Jo I -;)-(k)'
{t* - r-(k) - rl'lk + u-(k) - rl' 0,(r -,i-(k),k)

-2k2lk+u-(k)+l1'z{tfi-ú_(k),q}, Ø.47)

úcut-cut

: -Il; or |,o-r#{u,rr,,tu) [t,L +ko]2lk-a'o* zl'þ*(t-,h,tu)

+lk - kol'lk* ko - zl'p-(1 -,k0, k) -iØ" - (1 -,r.)r)]

-2k2þ¡(ks,,k) l(,1* ko - 2)rþ+(r -ko,k)+ (k - ko+2)rþ_(1 - ko,/r)])

(5.48)

The terms in Eq.(5.46) are pole-pole contributions, the terms in Eq.(5.47) are

pole-cut terms, and Eq.(5.48) is the cut-cut terrn. The above expressions were

evaluated numerically and the results are listed in Table 5.1. For Stl(3) with 1Ç : 2

no pole-pole terms contribute and ø(1/,t/¡) :1.399. For Su(z) with 1úy :2,one
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N:3, N¡ :2 N:2, N¡ :2 N:2, N¡ :4
pole-pole

pole-cut

cut-cut

0.00

0.900

0.500

0.010

0.885

0.556

0.080

0.873

0.620

a(N,N¡) r.40 7.45 t.57

Table 5.1: Results for the damping rate for 3 different combinations of 1/ ancl 1Ç.

pole-pole term from the transverse gluon and negative fermion mode contributes

anclø(l/,1/.¡) : I.451.For S(I(2) withl/l:4,allfourpole-poleterrnsco¡tribute

ancl ø(1/,N.r) : 1.573.

5.3 Sumrnary

We have exarnined the calculation of the lowest order damping rate of heavy ancl

massless fermions in hot gauge theories in the long wavelength limit using the resum-

tnation techniques developed recently in terms of hard therrnal loops. An approach

was used to evaluate the Matsubara frequency sum and extract the irnaginary part

of the resulting analytically continued expressions which gave the saine final results

as tlrose founcl by dispersion relation rnethods 164,32). Apart from questions raisecl

recently concerning the neglect in some gauges of certain terms proportional to the

mass-shell conclition [66,67], gauge indepenclent results for this rate were obtainecl

in a wide class of gauges. Ward identities between the effective propagators and

vertices simplified significantly the calculations, ancl the answers obtained, both in

magnitude ancl in sign, inclicate that these techniques give tractable ancl reasonable
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results.
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Chapter 6

Gauge Dependence Revisited

In the previous chapter Ward iclentities have been used to show the gauge fixing

independence of the damping rate by showing that the relevant gauge dependent

part of the resummed loop cliagrams is proportional to the inverse fermion prop-

agator, and hence forrnally vanishes in the rnass shell lirnit. However, the gauge

independence of the darnping rate was subsequently questioned by the calculations

of the on-shell limit of the gluon resummecl loop diagram performecl in covariant

gallge in [66], where the infi'ared divergent double pole integral that is rnultipliecl

by a srnall pararneter, (' - (r'- r:1o,")', has been effectively cut frorn below by (,

which leaves in the damping a finite gauge dependent piece with the sarne lowest

order, g2T, as the gauge independent part. A resolution to this problem was suJ:se-

quently proposed by Rebhan [67] (see also 168, 70]), who showecl that if an infrarecl

regulator was introduced in the loop integral and then removed afterthe rnass-shell

lirnit, ( - 0, is imposed, the gauge dependent contribution vanishes. The situation

became rnore ttansparent when this on-shell lirnit problern was shown to be univer-
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sal ancl is totally unrelatecl to the resummation rnethocl but also occurred in the

l¡are one-loop cliagrams [71].

One the other hand, related to the therrnal Drell-Yan rnechanisrn in the ultra-

relativistic heavy ion collisions, the infrarecl and mass singularities of the radiative

corrections to the production rate of lepton pairs in QGP has also been studiecl

intensively l7L,721. In this chapter, we are going to link the necessity of keeping an

infrared cutoff in the gauge dependence problem with the cancellation of infrarecl

divergences in the two loop virtual photon polarization tensor in a heat bath [35].

We first briefly review the gauge depenclence probiern for the ferrnion clarnping

constant. As the problem is not confined to the Braaten-Pisarski resurnrnation

scheme, we consicler tlie simpler case of the bare one-loop fermion self-energy. For

this, the gauge dependent term contributing to the imaginary part is

Ðcn(p)- ^e-1 @l:t,c, | ffi#s(p- *)] (p) = s-,(p)r(p)s-,(p), (6 1)

wlrere S-t (p) : þ - m ancl a is the covariant gauge parameter. Following the

prescriptions ernployed by the authors of Ref.[66], the on-shetl limit of the irnaginary

part of the above integral that is sanclwiched l¡etween the inverse propagators can

lre evaluated by expanding in terms of ( : (P' - rn2) and one obtains

Im1(p) - -ffir'r(f+ù; (6.2)

which, as statecl above, has been effectively cut off at ( due to the lack of an

obvious intrinsic infrared regulator of the theory. The existence of a genuine cutoff,

either physically rnotivated [73] or requirecl by consistency of perturbation theory,

will in general change the on-shell behaviour of the self-energy. For instance, if an

infrared regulator is introducecl in I(p) of Eq.(6.1), the expansion of /(p) around
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tlre rnass-shell is no longer singular at p2 : m2 for finite values of the reguÌator [67].

Taking the mass-shell limit p2 - m2 first and then removing the infrared regulator

tlrus leads to a vanishing contribution to Tr [(l+m)tmÐn.r.(p)], ancl hence to a

gauge inclependent result for the clatrping rate. However', a non-vanishing result will

be obtainecl if no such regulator is used due to the cancellation of ( between the

nurnerator and denorninator.

Although an infrared regulator is in general needed, for example, to define the ze-

ro ternperature wave-function counterterrn, its introduction in this specific infrared

finite one-loop term rnay appeaï unusual. Such a "regularization" of finite integrals

cloes occur, however, at higher orclers. For instance, if in the lirnit as some regulating

pararneter e is removed one has an infinite and a finite integral, the expansion of the

procluct of the two integrals,

I an rçn¡ | atc7¡ B+ I, (6.3)

has the correct finite part only if the term proportional to e is incluclecl. We will be

particularly interestec{ in the case where the singular parts of two such terms cancel,

as in the example

a
=()

:
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Figure 6.1: Two loop photon polarization tensor with the self-energy correction

integral is finite by itself as Â --+ oo, but sinceNote tliat tlie last g

Urn f /nl*"" | -/o

the iimit A -+ oo in

o'l"* ada
o (y' + b2)3/2

1 r^ rdr ì o a_ t \___r__ , (6.5)- blo ñJ- br b- "
Eq.(6.a) must be taken after the integrals have been evaluatecl.

We consider now an analogous example involving the one-loop fermion self-

energy

x(p) - | an n,,1t')t*S(p - ti)1', (6.6)

and focus in particular on the contribution of the imaginary part, which is relevant

to the one-loop damping rate. This exarnple is provided by the decay r-ate of a

photon calculated from the irnaginary part of the two-loop photon self-energy. We

use real tirne Cutkosky rules to calculate this rate [7 4,75] , with the relevant "cuts" of

the photon self-energy shown in Fig.6.1. The "virtual" contril¡utions involving the

insertion of the one-loop self-energy x(p) of Eq.(6.6) are shown in Figs.6.1(a,b,c),
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wlriclr at zero temperature are normally taken into account by placing a wave-

function counterterrn on the ferrnion line. With

1nr(p): 
"g¡oo1 

*r,
A,:

-nL"+L€
S*(p) : (d+ m)10(+ps) - "r(p)12n6(p2 - rnz), (6 7)

these terms can be written as

zfdnq- o' J ø410(po) - "r@)lr' lr,s-(p - ùt,(l+ m)F,(pl+ m)] , (6 8)

where

4 : hn x" (p)(Ao + Ai)'?e (ro) cottr(Bp6) - iRe xrr (p)(Ao - L;)' (6 9)

and

ReX(P) : ReX''(P),

IrnÐ(p) : €(p0) coth(BpslZ)Imx11(p) (6.10)

relates the Feynrnan self-energy X(p) :E(ian + po * ieps) to the function X11(p)

arising in real time finite temperature Feynrnan rules 174,75]. We then adcl the "real"

contribution of Fig.6.1(cl) corresponding to photon emission and/or absorption; this

has the same forrn as Eq. (6.8) with the leplacernent of Fo by

Imx11(p).(po) linrno + A;A;) coth(Bpsl2) - (ao * o;)' coth(Bps)] . (6.11)

As is the case at zero temperature, the addition of this "real" term to the "virtual"

term of Eq.(6.8) causes the pinch singularities AoA| to cancel, Ieaving the result

^rdan-q' I +[O(po) - "r(p)] t" J (2nSn' ""' ¡ \¡/J

xr' {r",9- (p - ùt,(dr m)2 Re [ao(-ix(p))4,] (d+,.¡]. (6.12)
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Figure 6.2: Two loop photon polarization tensor with the vertex correction

Eq.(6.12) represents our exarnple of a two-loop integral involving the one-loop

X(p) of trq.(6.6). Note that, because

Re [Ao(-ix(p))Ao] : *s"r@)UW + rm r(r)ne 
I (p' -

l
n¿ ],

6.13)
'+ ir¡'

(

Eq.(6.12) is sensitive in particular to the behaviour of hnX(p) neal the rnass-shell

p2:m2. Now, as shown in Refs.[71,72], both terms in trq.(6.12) involving ReÐ(p)

and Ln I(p) are separately infrarecl divergent. These divergences eventually can-

cel; in the Feynrnan gauge this occurs arnongst topologically sirnilar diagrams as in

Fig.6.1, but in general gauge invariance may demand the inclusion of the imaginary

part of the graph of Fig.6.2 with the vertex correction for such a cancellation. In

any case, the presence of such divergences on a term-by-term basis forces one to

introduce an infrared regulator in evaluating the integrals and isolating the singu-

larities.

There are two features here that bear resernblance to the resolution of the gauge

clependence problern of the one-loop darnping rate [67, 68, 71, 70]. One is that in
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tlre two-loop integral of Eq.(6.12) an infrared regulator is introducecl in the temr

containing the irnaginary part of the one-loop Ð(p) of Eq.(6.6). As cliscussecl after

Eq.(6.a), such a regulator is needed even though it is not required for the one-loop

terrn alone, and it is rernoved only after the integrals have been performed and the

infrared singularity isolated for eventual cancellation against other sources. The

other feature is that, as seen from Eq.(6.13), Eq.(6.12) is sensitive to the behaviour

of ImX(p) near the mass-shellp2 :Tn2.In effect, then, in this calculation ImX(p)

is probecl arouncl the rnass-shell in the presence of a finite infrarecl regulator. This

qualitatively is similar to the proceclure of Refs.[67,68,71,70] usecl to r-esolve the

gauge dependence problem of the one-loop damping rate: evaluate hn X(p) on-shell

in the presence of a finite infrarecl regulator. These considerations inclicate that this

procedure, which perhaps appears unusual at the one-loop level, does arise in the

context of a higher-orcler calculation in a natural way.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis we have been interested in the study through finite ternperature fielcl

theories of the properties of hot QCD plasrna. Linear Ìesponse analysis has been

carriecl out to extract pliysical poles from the gluon propagator through the Dyson's

equation in which the gluon polarization tensor II' which in a nurnl¡er of gauges is

not transverse perturbatively, i.e. kPfI,",l 0. Tlie resulting equations cleterrnining

the response of the transverse and of the longitudinal rnodes, which different from the

normally usecl expressions for the transverse self-energy, are expressecl in terms of the

(transverse ancl longituclinal) coefÊcients of the self-energy. We have exarnined high

ternperature QCD at the one-loop level in both covariant gauges and regulated static

ternporal gauge in which the polarization tensor is not transverse, hence the non-

transverse coefficient A + 0 in general. One fincls to this order of approximation in

both gauges the equations for the longituclinal ancl for tlie transverse mocles coinc.icle

separately in the long wavelength limit. Both gauges give the same plasma frequency,

,:i: g2NT2lg. While covariant gauges gives a gange fixing c{epenclent clamping
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constant of the orcler of g2T, the clamping rate in the regulated static ternporal gauge

is independent of the gauge pararneter 0 < cv ( 1. In the static limit, both gauges

give essentially the same behaviouls for the longitudinal and for the transverse

mocles in infrared region. One obtaines gauge fixing independent expression for the

longitudinal pole with chrorno-electric mass squared m!, : 92 NT2 f3, ancl the well

known Landau ghost problern for the transverse mode.

The above mentionecl problerns in the one-loop calculations show the necessity

of searching for a gauge invaliant and self-consistent expansion scheme rather than

the usual loop expansion. In particular, one of such scheme proposed by Braaten

and Pisarski, which incorporates all relevant higher loop diagrams in terrns of the

"harcl therrnal loops", has been usecl to calculate the fermion darnping rate to orcler

g2T in the long wavelength timit. The excitation spectra of the gluon ancl massless

fermion have been obtained ancl illustrated in Fig. 5.1 ancl Fig. 5.2 respectively.

Warci identities between the effective propagator ancl vertices have been derivecl and

subsequently been used to formally pïove the gauge independence of the darnping

rate to this order. The darnping rate then obtained is gauge independent ancl positive

definite which inclicates that these techniques give tractable and reasonable results.

However, recent studies show that an infrared cutoff plays a crucial role in ob-

taining gauge inclepenclent clamping rates for hot gauge theories calculatecl within

this scheme. The gauge dependent contribution to the lowest order clarnping rate,

which being proportional to the inverse propagator, forrnally vanishes on-shell only

if an infrared regulator was intloduced in the loop integral and then removed after

the mass-shell limit is imposed. We have argued in the light of the cancellation of the

infrarecl divergences that occured in the two-loop photon polalization tensor that
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such procedure for the

appears unusual at the

calculation in a natural

resolution of the gauge clependent problem, which perhaps

one-loop level, does arise in the context of a higher-order

way.

Other problerns deserving further study are the Landau ghost problem which ap-

pears in the previous one-loop calculations and the related problem of the existence

of chromo-magnetic tnass. It is generally believecl that the resolutions to these prob-

lems require non-perturbative analyses. Some interesting results along this line have

already been obtained [76] which suggests the vanishing of rnagnetic rnass within

a srnall but infinite subset of (ladder) diagrarns. In this regard the generalization

of tlre eikonal picture of gauge theories 177) to finite temperature may be useful to

investigate the infrarecl behaviour of the hot QCD.

Finally, perhaps it is worth rnentioning that the Braaten and. Pisarski resurn-

rnation method does not solve the fast fermion darnping problern. A self-consistent

scheme is needed to evaluate tlie clamping rate through the Scliwinger-Dyson equa-

tion [24,69]. However, this proceclure only works for real rnass-shell conclition but

not for complex one [73] ancl the reason for that is still an unsolvecl problem.
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Appendix A

FY"quency suÏI]s

In this appenclix we give some technical cletails of the evaluation of the Matsub-

ara frequency surns and of the calculation of the imaginary part of the subsequent

analytically continued expressions [37]. Consider a frequency surn at finite temper-

ature in the imaginary tirne forrnalism involving a bosonic function /(Ã,6 : i2trr¿T)

- the extension of the following to include fermions is straightforwarcl. Evaluate the

frequency surn by [37]

*oo lT t l(ko: i2rnT): å dk6 coth l#l ,rr"r,

where the continuation

contour C encircles the

f,

eal

lic

iZtrnT - ko * ie to r

poles of the hyperbo

(A.1)

energies is macle ancl the integration

function counter- clockwise.

Suppose now the complex function f @o) decays sufficient rapidly at infinity. The
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sum can be rewritten as the following:

rz={æ

,,à f (r: i2trnT): - { surn of residues of nf(z)cot(trz) at all the poles of f (z)}.

(A 2)

Here we list the results of the frequency sums evaluated from (4.2) that will

be needed in the analysis of the polarization tensor of chapter 4. In the following,

Po : 2rinT -

r¡ N (lo) : -+ "",h lg) ltr (8,) + ¡/ (-8,)] (A.3)7 p'¿ 4ü \27/'

rÐ##: ;^*'(#)[N (i,aE1) * N (-ia*1)] (A.4)

,+W : -#"",n (#) l*ï#:E r (8,.- -",)]

- 1 
.orr' (!z\l N(-øz-t'o) -, I

4Ez \2r / ff * (E' -' -t')) (A'5)
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corh (rÐ ¡/ (po) 
- _

p'QT + o'í')
| / aE"\+_cotf -l' 4aUz \27 /

1

4Et 2r / l&o
N (-iaE2 - k6)

(ko+ia4r)'- E?

N (E.-)Et __ _",)]

(A.7)

_- _ur)l

(A.8)

rn \- N(Po)I | ,'çr'u "'¡'¡ço

4

Et)
M(i,

iaE
¡\/

?,ú

k6

lh

í+

lu

[u

Er)

o'd')
¡/(

* (fu --+

- ko)

E'i

Ez

,83

,rI
iaI

_a2

')fr
(-r

+
tEt
þ)''
N(

)'
ia'

Ð

* (ft --+

t (E'

* (8,

,l E1)2 + o283

* (Er-- -rr)]
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_u,)]
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m \- //(Po)
- ? p',1'(p'o + a}F\kB + o'4', -

-æ...n(#) 
I

-W""*(#) 
[
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[(fr' + Er)' - Eï]l(k"* Er)2 -t azÛ]l

N(-8" -,Lo)
[(ko + Er)' - E?]ï(ko¡ Er)'t azÛl)

N(iaE1)

[(f,'o + iaEl)2 - E3][(ko + ia4l)2 -t a2E]l

N(-iaÛ2 - ko)

N(E') t (ft---+

I (82 --+

-",)]

_,ùl

__ _Ur)]

_- _Ur)l

(A e)

t (E'

t (8,2r / ll(ko + iaU2)2 - E?][(fro + ia42)2 * a24'll

wlrere ü : líl and, E2: Ig] : lF +Ë1. Recall that we have assurned that 0 < cv < I



so that ¿ is real in these expressions.

For a function /(ko) with not only has poles but also discontinuities, the above

analysis, in particular Eq.(4.2), woulcl not be sufficient. Let us consider first a

cornplex function /(z) defined on the real axis. The inverse of this function will

have an imaginary part related to its cliscontinuitv across the real axis as

(A.10)

Contributions to this irnaginary part come frorn zeroes of tire function, giving r-ise

to resiclue terrns, ancl from cut terms due to discontinuities of / across the real axis.

A residue contribution to 3"(i//(")) fo'" llf@) with a sirnplepole at :x: ro will

have the form

I 1, I 1 [ 1 1 I
'" ¡1r) = -;r^" f (ù: zni lT6=õ - r@ + k)l

#uO- "o) = R¡(rs)6(* - *o). (A.11)

For a cut term, suppose /(z) has a cut for 0 ( r 1 d, and clefine in this interval

f@+ie): fÈ(x)+;¡Iç"¡ ancl /(z -ie): f*(")-ift(*).The contribution of this

cut to trq.(4.10) will have the forrn

r'@)1

n rRr@)+ frr(r)
Inclucling both the pole and cut

0(r) 0(a - r) = þ¡(*) 0(r) 0(a - r).

terrns, Bq.(4.10) then becomes

(4.12)

s'å : R¡(to)6(* - 'o) + þ¡(*) 0(r) 0(a - r)' (A'13)

This formula can reaclily be generalized to cases with multiple poles ancl cuts.

Consider now a frequency surn as in (4.1). The contour can be cleformed ancl

split into two pieces : one encircling the real axis and tlie other forming a great

circle at infinity. Since 1lþlkol/r -\ clamps at large lÃ.61, only poles and cuts of /
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Figure 4.1: One loop arnplitude

which appear along the real axis will contribute. have, using Eq.(,{.13),We

+oo 1 ¡*ær,,à r(k, : i%rnT) : -; J_*, 
dko coth

then

[#] S¿/(ko). (A.14)

Extencling the above considerations to a one loop diagrarn with N incoming

rnomenta, P¿,i:1,...,ly' as shown in Fig. 4.1. The notation P: (por¡r] will be

used to denotethe4-mornenturn. The loop rnomenta L¿for i: I,...,ff willbe

given by L,: 1l ancl L¿ : I{ + D;=1, P¡ for i > 7. The scatteri¡g amplitucle of Fig.

4.1 will in general have the following forrn

A(Po): ?I I ffirf1t,..., ¿")fr f;e,¡ (A.15)

wlrere V (Lt, ' ' ' , LN) comes from the vertices ancl hence is analytic everywhere along

tlre real axis. The function /¿ clepends only on L¿ and has singularities along the
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real axis of the L;plane. Analogous to (4.14), one finds

A(p's): -; I # llJ or,v(L's)Ë (r,* ,"r,Er,) (A 16)

where ,9, : coth l#] tt l¿ is bosonic and S, : tanh [#] tt,L; is ferrnionic.

We apply the above consiclerations to a ferrnion self-energy correction:

X(Po: i(2n*r)rT,fl

- 
rt r 

'131"- t'l) J øæ f 
(t{)s(P - K)

= | ax ¡çko : i2trmT,,Ë)gko: i(Z(n - rn) + 1)zrT), q)

: -* t #+ [** oro(,srs/(K) s(e) +sçss(e)/(n)) (A.17)
L r \L1t )- r -c()

and Q - P - 1(. Tlie extension of Bq.(4.14) to includefunctions which involve an

external energy Po : iZtrnZ is straightforwarcl, a¡d after such a' evaluation of the

frequency sum the analytic continuation i2trnT --+ pslie is rnade. This continuation

results in the function acquiring an imaginary part, whicÌr can subsequently be

extracted by use of Eqs.(A.10) and (4.13). Such a procedure, with modifications

as necessaly) are used in tlie calculations of chapter 5, and can be seen to lead

to the sarne final answer as that found by the spectral representation rnethocls of

Refs.[64,32].
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